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B rrrr. Festering Mick wraps his fur coat 
more closely round his emaciated frame 
and huddles a little closer to the pile of bur­
ning newspapers and rags smouldering on 
the bare wooden floor. Jack Frost is beating 
at the window. “ Piss off, Fm  trying to write 
Malicious Gossip".
In a courtroom somewhere in downtown 
Melbourne late last month a learned 
magistrate decided that the song "Why 
Don't You All Get Fucked" from the 
Skyhooks album “ Guilty Until Proven In­
sane" was not obscene. The case brought by 
the Victorian police after they had received 
a phone call of complaint from an outraged 
member of the public was thereupon 
dismissed and all copies of the album con­
fiscated by the constabulary were returned 
to Festival Records. The only real vuctum 
of the action will be purchasers of the new 
Ian Dury album, "Do It Yourself". How so, 
you may ask“ Well you see. Festival, who 
distribute Ian Dury, had to press the initial 
copies of "Do It Yourself" before the out­
come of the court case was known. And Mr 
Dury, as is his wont, uses some naughty 
words on two of the tracks, "This Is What 
We Find" and "Uneasy Sunny Day Hotsy 
Totsy". So to be on the safe side,,Festival 
beeped them out. They will be reinserted on 
the second pressing, but in the meantime all 
the eager Dury fans will have to put up with 
a blemished album. Still, you can quite 
easily work out what the .offending words 
are, so when you listen to those two par­
ticular tracks— Do It Yourself!
Negotiations have been proceeding to 
bring M r Dury and his Blockheads out to 
Australia, but apparently the Americans 
have just discovered what a wonderful per­
son he is and he may go straight to the 
States after he finishes his current 
European tour. All petitions for an 
Australian Ian Dury tour to Roadrunner 
please. We will forward them to Stiff to let 
Mr Dury know that Australia needs 
Blockheads!
One superstar we may see later this year, 
if not in the flesh, then on a global TV linkup 
is Bruce Springsteen. Mike Appleton 
(producer of British TV rock show, the Old 
Grey Whistle Test) is trying to line 
Springsteen up for a worldwide sight and 
sound broadcast from a concert in Brucie's 
native Asbury Park in early October. The 
only possible problem is that Springsteen 
and the E Streeters have just gone into the 
studio to record their followup to "Darkness 
On The Edge Of Town" and they might not 
be finished in time. (They would obviously 
like to make the broadcast coincide with the 
release of the new album.)
Richard Clapton, currently halfway 
through a mammoth Australian tour, has 
had a stormy transition from his relaxed 
writing and recording L.A. lifestyle to life on 
the Australian rock'n'roll road. The 
problems centred around star guest 
saxophonist Raphael Ravenscroft. Raphael 
contracted septicemia in Sydney during the 
early §lates of the tour and was put on an in­
tensive course of penicillin injections. 
Everything would have been OK, if Raphael 
hadn't insisted on continuing with his fairly 
hefty daily dose of alcohol. Things reached 
the stage, after the concert at the Sydney 
Opera House, where the doctor who was at­
tending Ravenscroft gave him only two 
weeks to live if he continued his self-charted 
course. Speedy arrangements hadto be- 
made to fly the sax player back to Los 
Angeles where he underwent a complete 
blood transfusion. He is presently 
recovering in hospital. The rest of the band, 
shaken but not dismayed, is soldiering on 
and is getting good reactions in the Eastern 
states. "Hearts on the Nightline" is also 
picking up good radio airplay.
Regular Records, the Sydney based in­
dependent, have signed a distribution deal 
with Festival. The first single to be 
distributed under the new arrangement will 
be a Mental As Anything single, "The Nips 
Are Getting Bigger"/" I nstrumental As 
Anything". The same single is at present 
still being considered for release in the U.K. 
by Virgin Records. The Mentals go into the 
studio on June 4 to start recording their first 
album for Regular. Regular had planned to 
release a Paul Kelly and the Dots single but 
that project fell through after disagreemen­
ts in the studio.
First album from ex-Kiwis Mi-Sex is set 
down for mid June release, and Hello Sailor, 
another band from over the Tasman, will 
have their latest album released over here 
to coincide with a working visit.
The Gutter Rats from the north coast of 
NSW are gaining quite a reputation for 
themselves among the Mullumbimby 
mushroom munchers and other New 
England residents. During the song which 
ends their set. " I Was Born On Channel 
Two", a TV set is exploded and, with the 
assistance of the audience, destroyed on 
stage. Also, it is not uncommon for vocalist 
Buck Stud Schwartz and guitarist Suicide 
Decibel to jump offstage in the middle of a 
song or to collapse from exhaustion and/or 
alcohol during a performance. A single and 
a tour of Sydney are planned.
Adelaide is really buzzing about the 
opening of a new venue which is going to 
feature top interstate and local bands. The 
venue is called Svyeethearts and is based at 
the Finsbury Hotel in Woodville, a north 
western suburb, and is being run by Ray 
(Lone Star) Dyett. The lineup for the first 
month is Cold Chisel, The Angels, 
Dragon/Hello Sailor and the Adelaide 
return of Young Modern. Local promoters 
Fiasco who-have been operating with local 
bands up till now bring over their first in­
terstate act. The Boys Next Door, in the first 
week in June. With the South Australian bor­
der gradually opening up to interstate bands 
again it is to be hoped that some sort of 
reciprocal deal can be worked out so that 
Adelaide bands get the chance to play in the 
east.
The Stunts are one Adelaide band who are 
about to impress themselves on the nation's 
awareness. They have been booked for a 
Countdown appearance after a Countdown 
producer heard a track on the soon to be 
released ABC record of Adelaide bands,
5MMM, Adelaide's progressive music 
station, are reviving the old Hoadley's Bat­
tle of the Sounds concept by holding a Rock- 
Off contest at Flinders Uni. on 30th June. All 
SA bands are eligible to enter and all a band 
has to do is submit a cassette of three songs 
to the 5MMM office, 56 Magill Rd., Nor­
wood, no later than 5 pm on 13th June. Live 
auditions will be held on 23/24th June and 
eight bands will be selected for the final. 
Prizes include guaranteed work in Sydney 
and Melbourne plus the possibility of studio 
time. The finals will be recorded by 5MMM  
for broadcasting when the station goes to 
air.
New album from Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons is out this month. It's called 
"Screaming Targets" and was produced by 
Pete ("Don't Throw Stones") Solley. Martin 
Armiger of Sports confesses to having been 
rather bemused with Solley when he did the 
Sports album over here. "He knew so much 
and we knew so little so he really had a free 
hand". The re-recorded "Don't Throw 
Stones" is apparently a lot gutsier than the 
original
Lene Lovich will make her film debut 
alongside Dutch singing sensation Herman 
Brood (who?) in a film about growing up in 
Amsterdam after the Second World War 
called "Cha Cha". The film is set for release 
in Europe around Christmas time, so we'll 
probably see it next year sometime.
The reason given for the cancellation of 
the Jimmy Cliff tour is that nobody could be 
found to promote New Zealand dates for the 
reggae master. There was also the problem 
that as the tour overlapped with the Talking 
Heads visit there was no leeway to slot in ex­
tra dates is the demand for the tickets 
necessitated them. The fact that both tours 
were being promoted by Kevin Jacobsen 
could also have been a strain , on the 
promoters' resources.
And talking of things Jamaican, it is 
rumoured that veteran rockeh Chuck Berry 
has become a Rastafarian. I don't know 
about you but I find it hard to imagine Chuck 
in dreadlocks, smoking dope AND  
managing to do his famous duckwalk across 
the stage.
The 8th Newcastle Folk Festival is to be 
held on the Queens Birthday long weekend 
(June 15th-18th) and will feature special 
guests from the U.K., Bob Fox and Stu 
Luckley, as well as the cream of local talent. 
Programme information and tickets are 
available by writing to Pam Merrigan, 76 
Macquarie St., Wallsend, NSW 2287.
The legepdary i>t vitus Dance PacKage 
(The Accountants, The U-Bombs and The 
Tony Rome Band — formerly The Dagoes 
until Al Grassby heard about them) are 
celebrating the first anniversary of the 
package's debut (which spawned the 
platinum "Live At The Marryatville" 
cassette) at the Princes Berkley in Adelaide 
on June 16. Even though all the bands have 
experienced lineup changes since that 
historic evening a year ago (the latest being 
the addition of ex-Fast Eddie bass player 
Mark Cornwall to the U-Bombs) they have 
remained true to their original ideals that 
above all music should be fun. Punters are 
guaranteed a very special evening at the 
reunion — being sworn to secrecy I cannot 
reveal any more.
Great news for up and coming Sydney 
bands is that the Captain Midnight Show on 
2CBA-FM is offering radio time for demo 
tapes. Bands are invited to submit stereo 
reel-to-reel tapes of broadcast quality and 
content (budding Derek and Clives need not 
apply) recorded at y-A-l.p.s. Captain Mid­
night cannot afford to finance the recording 
of tapes but can arrange for an eight-track 
studio to be made available at reduced 
rates. They also know of a ridiculously 
cheap four-track studio for you real garage 
bands. For further information contact Kaz- 
za Joyce on Syd. 929 0654. Ya wanna be a 
famous rock'n'roll star? this could be your 
big break.
This month's tip for the'top and the winner 
of the coveted Roadrunner Needle Wrecker 
Award is that mutant of Modern Disco, 
"Pop Music" by M. And who is this 
mysterious M? Why, James Bond's boss of 
course — didn't you ever read "From  
Russia With Love"?
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Lene Lovich is still the strongest shower in this 
month's Chartbusters with "Stateless" displacing 
"Armed Forces" from the number one album spot 
and "Home" dropping one place to number two on 
the songs charts.
"Over The Border" hits the number one spot for 
the first week and is one of five Skyhooks records to 
make the charts. Obviously the band still have a lot 
of fans out there in Roadrunner Readerland.
Adelaide's Terminal Twist and Sydney Mental As 
Anything both make impressive debuts on the trax 
chart with their self-titled EPs.
SINGLES/TRAX
1 (9) Over The Border............................ . Skyhooks
2(1) Home................................................Lene Lovich
3 (-( Terminal Twist (E P )................ Terminal Twist
4 (18) Something Else................................ Sex Pistols
5 (12) Why Don't You All Get Fucked........Skyhooks
6 (-) Pop M usic.......................................................... M
7 (2) Heart of Glass.......................................... Blondie
8 (3) Lucky Number.............. ..................Lene Lovich
9 (-) Mental As Anything ( EP) . Mental As Anything
10 (-) Boys Keep Swinging.................... David Bowie
11 (6) Rat T rap ..................................Boomtown Rats
12 (-) Sound Of Jhe Suburbs................The Members
13 (-) Cool For Cats................................ U.K. Squeeze
14 (-) Rhythm Of Cruelty............................ Magazine
15 (-) Accidents Will Happen..............Elvis Costello
16 (5) Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick . . . .  Ian Dury
17( ) My W a y ............................................ Sid Vicious
18 (-) Where Were You............................ The Mekons
19 H5) Protection................................ Grham Parker
20 (-) Are You Receiving M e .............................. XTC
Bubbling under: Suspicious Minds — The Sports; 
Silly Thing — Sex Pistols; SPK — SPK; Rock Lob­
ster — The B-.52's; Damaged Goods — Gang Of 
Four; Summertime Blues— Flying Lizards.
ALBUMS
’ (2) Stateless.........................................................Lene Lovich
2 (13) Parallel Lines..........................................Blondie
3 (12) Live— Be In It.................................... Skyhooks
4 (1) Armed Forces.............................Elvis Costello
5 (15)L[yjing In The 70s................................ Skyhooks
6 {-) Systems of Rornance..............................Ultravox
7 H4) Don't Throw ^ n e s ......................................The Sports
8 (-) Lodger).......... .. A -.......................................David Bowie
9(9) More Songs .. Talking Heads
10 (7) Never Mind The Bollocks............................ Sex Pistols
11 (4) The Great Rock'n'Roll Swindle . . .  Sex Pistols
12 (5) Give 'Em Enough Rope The Clash
>3 \-) Guilty Til Proven Insane..................Skyhooks
14 (7) Darkness On The Edge Of Town............Bruce
Springsteen
15 (-) Squeezing Out Sparks............Graliam Parker
16 (11) New Boots and Panties.................... Ian Dury
17 (10) All Mod Cons...................................... The Jam
18 (3) A Tonic For The Troops........Boomtown Rats
19 (-) Disguise In Love..............John Cooper Clarke
20 (-) G0 2....................................................  XTC
Bubbling Under: " Do It Yourself" — Ian Dury 
and the Blockheads; "Live At Budokan" — Cheap 
Trick; "Dub Housing" — Pere Ubu; "Look Sharp"
— Joe Jackson._______ _____ •
/
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Dear Road Runner,
What’s all this bullshit 
with Steve Jones? Are you lot seriously 
ready to endorse this “Sex Pistols’’ refor­
mation? Whatever happened to the new 
wave idealism? It’s obvious Cook and Jones 
have never had any but I thought you did. 
The use of the Sex Pistols’ name on post 
Bollocks material is a big hype. The Great 
Rock’n’Roll Swindle is not a Sex Pistols 
album. Malcolm knows he’s going to make 
more money if he uses that name.
You could have called the Concert for 
Bangladesh a live Beatles album because 
the drummer and guitarist from that band 
played on it. The analogy stands. A Sex 
Pistols reformation is as undesirable as a 
Beatles one. A year or two ago you were 
laying shit (deservedly so) on the dinosaur 
bands 'oeoause they were continually 
parodyinglhemselves and now you seem to 
be right behind the new wave’s finest hour 
doing it to themselves.
It’s no good thinking that if a Cook/Jones 
permutation came out here you could go to 
the gig and pretend that you’re in London in 
the summer of 77. I thought you were telling 
us that it doesn’t work like that. Seems that I 
was wrong. Cook and Jones can’t go far 
calling themselves the Sex Pistols,  ̂ they’d 
get even less distance without the name The 
Sex Pistols in a physical form are DEAD, 
past. You have to build on from the spirit 
they gave, not badly rehash their name.
The new wave has veered from its original 
ideals in order to get into the market place. 
Everyone’s a hypocrite. To get across to as 
many people as possible you have to 
prostitute yourself sgmewhat, but not com­
pletely. If the latter occurs, things will 
become boring again and maybe a lot of 
people will feel it’s not worth taking the 
initiative again. Malcolm and Steve and 
Paul won’t mind as long as they get some 
money and fucks out of it. That article 
suggests that there are other people who 
don’t mind, either. At least Lydon had the 
sense to get out and stay out.
Who are you?
You can’t escape the notes that come in 
wads but it’s the musical ones that are most 
important and must be put first or else we’ll 
go down the drain and it may take time for 
another wave because there will be a lot of 
disillusioned people.
— ALAN ARTHUR
arses and make a few positive moves towar­
ds getting the Adelaide scene back on its 
feet. This entails bands doing things for 
themselves and not sit on their holy buttocks 
and wait for the opportunities to arise 
(which won’t anyway). We propose that if 
bands start moving now we would probably 
be able to steal away a fair clutch of the 
disco masses.
We belive that any other bands agreeing 
with our sentiments should voice their own 
opinions forcefully instead of remaining 
silent vegetables which will never grow.
“I support the new wave.
And I hope nobodies safe’’.
— JOE STRUMMER 
(Adelaide, S.A.)
Dear Sir,
This is from two very concerned 
local music lovers who enjoy live new wave 
acts (e.g. Dagoes, Accountants). But we are 
sad to report that in the last couple of mon­
ths the local live music scene has been 
falling apart. The last two decent bands in 
our recollection to take to the stage were the 
Hitmen/Dagoes at the Marryatville. The at­
mosphere even in Twinn Street has grown 
lard-arsed, apathetical and bland since 
November 1978 and it’s gone on long 
enough!!!!!
It is now time for all Adelaide bands 
whether known or unknown to get off their
Dear Road runner.
Thank you for including 
Darwin on your circulation list. Your mag 
provides just about the only input for 
‘dagrockers’ from the South who, like 
myself, have travelled to Australia’s Top 
End despite being warned about the lack of 
live music here.
I write to inform you, and your readers, of 
our existence and to argue for Darwin to be 
included on future touring itineraries for 
Australian bands. Last' month upwards of 
bands perform, and regular Marijuana Par­
ty dances are always well attended (1000 — 
3000 people gathered at our localm- 
phitheatre to hear and see our two local rock 
1500 people). Surely this is evidence enough 
to convince Southern promoters and band 
managers that a trip to Darwin would con­
stitute a “viable venture’’. Besides, can you 
think of a nicer place to be in the winter 
months?
Please don’t leave us to the mercy of Rolf 
Harris and his contemporaries. Darwin 
lives and waits and wait: enough said?
— TESS McPEAKE 
(Darwin, N.T.)
Dear Whoever,
This correspondence is 
really a three-in-one (economical) letter. 
Your magazine’s not too bad, but it could be 
better, e.g. who wants to hear about a boring 
old fart (excuse the liche) like Bob Marley. 
He’s so commercial it makes me spew. Let’s 
hear more about underground Reggae, e.g. 
Burning Spear or the excellent Toots and 
Maytals (old but not boring). Also the Sex 
Pistols are irrelevant, as Dave Warner 
reckons, so v;hy print more.shit about them. 
They pulled off the big swindle so why con­
tribute to their ripoff anymore (they suck). 
Let’s have more modern progressive music. 
Who gives a fuck about M.Gudinski 
anyway?
The first two issues I read of your 
magazine were good (Feb, March)(apart 
from the fact that I doubt if the readers give 
a stuff about M. Carthy).
P.S. Thanks for the record my brother won 
off you. It’s great. I can understand why you 
gave him the May issue free. Wŝ  fucked) 
Get back to the good stuff.
— J. PRENDERGAST 
(Inverell, N.S.W.)
Well, congratulations all you lucky readers who got in 
quick for your slice of living history. The free introductory 
offer of ail last year's Roadrunners plus full subscription is 
DISCOUNTINUED FORTHWITH as we have exhausted our 
supply of Issue One. However, copiesof all other back issues 
are still available for a mere 75 cents each. After racking 
our brains for some other wizard wheeze to con all you 
unsuspecting readers into taking out a subscription, we've 
come up with the
ROADRUNNER T-SHIRT AND
Australian Concert Entertainment present
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
Yup, for a mere ten bucks you can be the first one on your 
block to sport the T-shirt of the Year. The T-shirts are black
with white lettering and have the slogan "I'm  In love with rock 
and roll" on the front and "ROADRUNNER" on the back.
If you just want a T-shirt without the subscription it'll cost 
ya $4.50. Normal subscription remainsat$8. Sodon'tdelay, 
write today, using the handy con form below:
NAME........
ADDRESS.
........................................................... POSTCODE ...
1 require one year's full subscription plus a T
shirt for $10
S iz e .........  C o lo u r .........  D es ig n ,
I require one year's subscription only at $8
PLUS back copies of the following issues.
Enclosed is a cheque/money order for $ ..............
Commence my subscription from the ...........issue.
ADEIAIDE
FESriVAl
THEATRE
Wednesday, July 4
Tickets available all 
Bass outlets
i
ANNOUNCING A MAJOR ROCK EVENT
49 HANSON RD. . . .  WOODVILLE NORTH 
(HOTEL FINSRURY) Phone 45 4781
G R A N D  O P E N IN G
JUNE 8-10th
COLD CH ISEL
PLUS MICKEY FINN 
JUNE 15-17th
THE ANGELS
PLUS MICKEY FINN 
JUNE 22-24th
DRAGON
PLUS HELLO SAILOR 
JUNE 28-30th
YOUNG MODERN
After
the
show . .. LATE NIGHT
OPEN
MIDNIGHT
till
the m ag ic of 
SY B ILG R A H A M
* intimate 
atmosphere
* candlelight 
supper
SUPPER CLUB VERY LATE * table service
Kevin iaa)bsen C o n c ^  Promotions & Michael Ec^ley International Pty Ltd
CONCERT DATES :
Friday, 8th. June 
Monday,11th. June 
Wednesday,13th. June 
Saturday, 16th. June 
Monday 18th. June
Sydney
Brisbane
Adelaide
Melbourne
Perth
State Theatre 
Festival Hall 
Apollo Stadium 
Dallas Brooks Hall 
Consert Hall
R U N N
THE ANGELS 
CLO SIN G  IN,NO EXIT
By ROSS STAPLETON
Sunday, May 6, 8 pm.
CLOSING IN
I have been in Sydney for three
days prior to the opening gig of The Angels' 
"Closing In" tour which consists of 30 dates 
spread over tour States. John Woodruff is 
anxious to keep me away from the band un­
til tonight's first gig at Collegians in 
Wollongong is finished. He explains that the 
band is always very nervous when it goes 
back on the road with a new show and in­
variably the first few dates can be a little 
tentative. For this reason the first two 
nights are booked either side of Sydney, the 
second gig set for Newcastle. Woodruff was 
also hoping that apart from Roadrunner 
(which planned to be living in The Angels 
pocket over the next fortnight) no other 
press would be present to witness any 
possible fuckups. Accompanying us tonight 
is a mutual friend of The Angels 
management and myself, Laurie Dunn, 
chief executive of Virgin Records in­
ternational division, who is over from Lon­
don for 10 days. Dunn's last visit, a year 
before, sent him back to London with the 
names of two bands on his lips — Dave War­
ner From The Suburbs and The Angels. An 
offer was made by Virgin to the band for a 
world wide deai, with Virgin particularly 
hot on releasing "Am 1 Ever Gonna See 
Your Face Again". However, the otter was 
declined.
Although John Woodruff and Ray Hearn 
are not expecting a great gig tonight, they 
are nevertheless hoping that a half-way 
decent show will make Laurie Dunn leave 
with a heightened appreciation of the band.
Collegians is packed and shortly after we 
arrived the doors are shut. During The 
Angels' set it is so hot inside the room John 
Woodruff takes shelter in the cool of the 
doorway, while Hearn, Dunn and myself 
position ourselves about two thirds of the 
way towards the front. From about 10 feet in 
front of us up to the stage, the floor area is a 
sea of punters packed in like sardines. The 
band was met with a frightening enthusiasm 
which never waned for the next 75 minutes 
as The Angels ploughed through past 
classics, some with new arrangements, and 
paraded new songs from the upcoming "No 
Exit" album. Everything seemed to be 
going fine until there was a rather em­
barrassing ballsup at the start of Doc's 
vocal in "After The Rain" which momen­
tarily threw the band out of stride. But apart 
from that and one or two other minor flaws 
the show came together remarkably well, 
ending with a hot "Marseilles". Everyone 
was blown away by the lighting which 
already seemed to be operating extremely 
effectively, although I felt the white beams 
of light used to simulate bars to tie in with 
the theme of No Exit, could have been a lot 
stronger. It was decided that it would be bet­
ter not to see the band after the gig but catch 
up with them the day after so we left 
Collegians for the long ride back to Sydney. 
On the way out Mark Pope, The Angels' tour 
manager, told us about one dedicated pun­
ter who had been kicked out of the gig. Pope 
had overheard the guy telling friends that he 
had been caught by staff urinating in a basin 
before the gig and was kicked out. It seems 
the punter was in possession of a beard at 
the time so he went home, shaved it oft, 
returned to the gig, paid his $5 again and 
was once more inside.
Driving back to Sydney, Laurie Dunn was 
obviously greatly impressed by what he had 
seen, particularly the artistry of Doc 
Neeson and the almost messianic power he 
exerted over the capacity crowd. While it 
would be unfair to suggest he had changed 
his tune on The Angels (he was already a 
convert), the year's break since he last saw 
the band had undoubtedly shown him a band 
now firmly set in its direction with a live 
show that by any criterion was world class. 
And Dunn was forcefully of the opinion that 
it The Angels were playing the prestige Lon­
don clubs such as The Marquee, The Nash­
ville, Dingwalls etc tomorrow, they would 
be going down a storm. Still about 15 miles 
from Sydney as we discussed The Angels 
future, our can ran out of petrol and almost 
an hour later while we were still figuring out 
our next move, Rick and John Brewster tur­
ned up, shortly to be followed by the rest of 
the band in another car. It was an un­
scheduled roadside meeting that soon sorted
out our petrol differences and we were back 
on our way once more. Not before John 
Brewster, however, having got over the 
shock of discovering I had been at the gig, 
invited me to come into the studio the 
following evening while the final mixing was 
proceeding.
As we continued through Sydney's 
western suburbs, Laurie Dunn said that The 
Angels reminded him in a way of The Boom- 
town Rats, only The Angels had the poten­
tial of a much wider audience. He also made 
an analogy with the Rats' singer Bob 
Geldorf and Doc Neeson. "Doc comes 
across as the thinking man's Bob Geldorf", 
Dunn said, which, considering his opinion 
of Geldorf as a star of the future, was a 
helluva compliment for the Doc.
Monday, May 7, 6 pm.
BEATLES, 
WIPE OUTS, 
AN D  OTHER 
WEIRD 
TALES FROM  
THE O Z O N E.
A lberts Studios in King Street,
Sydney, is the home of the hitmakers Harry 
Vanda and George Young. The former 
Easybeats now oversee the recording 
careers of Alberts' artists, who include the 
Angels, AC-DC, John Paul Young and Rose 
Tattoo, as well as producing the occasional 
flash-i»-the-pan classic themselves. When 
The Angels first signed with Alberts they 
were a raw Adelaide band with some good 
songs and zero direction. Vanda and Young 
produced the band's classic debut single 
"Am I Ever Gonna See Your Face Again?" 
and also twiddled the nobs on "The Angels", 
now a rather tame-sounding album recor­
ded only two months after the current lineup 
came together. The lack of cohesion in the 
band at the time certainly didn't contribute 
to stability in the studio. John Brewster 
estimates it was six months after the album 
came out before the band really started to 
settle down.
Fifa Riccobono, Alberts' head of A ‘R, has 
observed the role of Vanda and Young in 
The Angels' career, and many of her ob­
servations provide a new perspective on the 
Vanda-Young-Angels axis. "Right from the 
word go, George and Harry felt that their 
songs were the strongest part. Looking at 
them as a band, the songwriting was the 
strength of the band", she tells me.
Fife recalls how The Angels first came to 
Alberts' attention. It seems they played sup­
port to AC-DC in Adelaide, who then came 
back to Sydney singing the band's praises. 
"George and Harry heard their songs, not 
necessarily the way they were played, but 
saw the potential in the songwriting and 
were very interested. When they did "The 
Angels" album, it wasn't really with much 
direction. The guys didn't really have any 
knowledge of the studio. It was virtually a 
trial and error thing and when they started 
to think about putting down the new album, 
and when they got Chris and Buzz in, it was 
quite some time before they..were able to 
sort themselves out musically". To a 
question as to when I first saw the band, I in­
formed her that I saw the band in February 
of last year soon after returning from Lon­
don. To another question I said that they 
were wearing shades and had short hair 
then although Doc's role was only beginning 
to take shape.
"George and Harry were aware of th a t', 
Fifa followed up, "but never at any time did 
they push. All they did was give them ideas. 
Like they were feeling a bit awkward with 
their haircuts and glasses and they really 
didn't know what to be doing on stage. They 
never suggested they do anything. They put 
most of the ideas in their own heads. And 
when I went to see Doc after the change 1 
was ... I was so embarrassed. This was at
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ter they changed into short hair around the 
end of 'll. And I just couldn't believe it 
because he was just so gawky. He was 
trying out all these things and he was just 
trying to see what fitted in. But never once 
did George or Harry criticise. All they said 
was 'you'll find out what you can wear and 
what you can't', and gradually it aH started 
falling into place. Rick stands there doing 
absolutely nothing with John going silly on 
the other side, and Doc jumping around the 
stage and Chris jumping up every now and 
then, and it all just fell into place. But it took 
so many months for thaf to happen, and un­
til it did nobody wanted to know them".
Another Alberts employee who has seen 
The Angels' evolution at first hand is Mark 
Opitz, a 26-year-old engineer, who, for a 
month after leaving EMI to do what he 
called his "apprenticeship" under Vanda 
and Young, began working with The Angels 
and has been their engineer and the man at 
the heart of their recorded product ever sin­
ce. The Angels speak highly of their 
engineer and it's obvious from watching 
him work with various members of the band 
in the studio, that unlike some acts who get 
saddled with label producers they can't get 
on with either professionally or personally 
or more usually both. The Angels and Optiz 
are a tight team. Optiz is better placed than 
anyone else to comment on The Angels' 
recorded work since the debut album.
"I joined Alberts about two years ago just 
after The Angels released the first album 
and I was looking for acts I could work with 
and learn with. It started off with me being 
asked if I wanted to do a demo with The 
Angels. The first demo session we did was in 
fact the first one they had done. The only 
other time they had ever really been in the 
studio was to record the first single and the 
album. So we started working tjogether and 
the first track we did was "Marseilles", 
then "Love Takes Care" and a few other 
really good tracks and I was just really 
blown away by that. After that I was really 
hot for us to keep working, and George and 
Harry were pretty happy with what we'd 
done together and they said 'keep working 
with them'. What happened then was that 
we got together every weekend that we 
could, when the boys weren't working, and 
we'd just come into fhe studio. We did it for 
months and months and months, averaging 
about two weekends a month.
"Then one day we went over to Studio Two 
(The Angels and Opitz actually prefer to 
record in the older Studio One as did AC-DC) 
and I think it was John Brewster who said 
'I've got a new song, we don't know about it 
yet, let's have a listen to it". And it was this 
fucking hard rock'n'roll track and it was a 
five minute take of " I Ain't The One", and 
we just flipped. I mean everyone knew as 
soon as we heard a take of it through the 
speakers that we were onto something, and 
it just progressed from that. George and 
Harry heard it and weren't convinced. But 
then we persuaded them to come and see the 
band live and when they did — bang, it hit 
them full face to face".
This was about six months before the band 
actually started recording "Face To Face", 
and apart from the recording of "Face" and 
"No Exit", the band and Opitz have con­
tinued to utilise off weekends in the studio 
working on new songs and new ideas, in the 
pursuit of excellence.
Studio One, I am assured, has a sound all 
of its own, due in no small part to a brick 
wall adjoining the rest of the studio. John 
and Rick Brewster are huddled over the 
console with Mark Opitz preparing for the 
last of Rick's guitar overdubs which in­
cludes a fluid and instantly memorable solo 
on the final track of side two of the album, 
"Ivory Stairs". I'decide to come back later 
and leave genius at work alone. On my way 
out I run into Buzz Throckman on his w a/ in 
to finish off the last of his drumming for the 
album. He mentions going to see two Beatle 
movies later. Upon my return around 8 pm,
I accompany Buzz to see "Magical Mystery 
Tour" and "Let It Be", and after seeing the 
finale where The Beatles play on the roof in 
London before the police intervene, we are 
quite wired when we return to the studio. 
Rick is now laying down his solo on "Ivory 
Stairs". His amp is set up in the studio while 
Rick is actually playing guitar in the control 
room, with the rest of the track and his solo 
coming through the studio monitors. John 
Brewster explains to me later how this 
marks a significant change in the band's 
recording techniques for the new album.
Before going out to see The Beatles' 
movie, Buzz had played me two tracks — 
both instrumentals — he had recorded at 
hooe on his own four track and although they 
are nothing like Angels material, they are 
surprisingly good — particularly a haunting 
piano track which would not have been out 
of place in "Midnight Express". Buzz has no 
titles although he says to call one of them 
"Flashback". During the. varios mixing 
sessions I attend. Buzz spends quite a bit of 
time tinkling away on the ivories of a con­
cert piano next to Studio One. It would seem 
if he wanted to. Buzz might have .a solo 
project in him that would be well worth 
following through. Chris Bailey has also laid 
down some bass on the Throckman tracks.
At one stage there are one or two other 
people in the studio including John Woodruff 
and Mark Pope, and we listen to some 
playbacks of some rough mixes of tracks for 
the album, and already some of them in­
dicate the strength of the new songs and the 
improved expertise of the Brewster
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brothers production. At one stage during 
playback a button is pushed to stop the tape 
but has the appalling effect of instead begin­
ning to record, thus wiping the existing mix 
of the single "Shadow Boxer". The culprit, 
as suddenly the panic button is hit, slowly 
begins sinking to the floor and burying his 
head in his hands. Profuse apologies are of­
fered and although it could potentially have 
been catastrophic, the final verdict is that a 
new mix shouldn't be a major headache for 
the track and the culprit slowly starts to feel 
a little better. The accidental wipe becomes 
something of a standing joke over the next 
couple of days in the Angels camp, but 
perhaps the best comment came from Buzz, 
who upon being told the news in the studio 
the night of the accident, said, "Well, he's 
engineer of the year, isn't he?"
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— it's just a thing 
as you get more
that
con-
John Brewster is older than his
JB: I don't know 
comes with time 
fidence.
RR: Considering the time you've been 
around, why did you consider you didn't 
have sufficient confidence before?
JB; Maybe it's like driving a car for the first 
six months or so. You don't actually run 
around the place being freaked out by it, but 
you take it a bit careful ...there's a lot of 
things come into this actuary now that I 
come to think about it...One thing is that 
we'd done two albums before "No Exit". 
The first album was a collection of stuff that 
had been written over about three years. So 
therefore it came together as a typical first 
album. Not par+icularly together. Nothing 
that you could say 'now thl^t's The Angels' 
sound'. The second album dfefined it and the 
third album to me, extends k  without going 
off from "Face To Face". But what comes 
out of that now that we've dqne so much 
groundwork, is that there's a cWtain num­
ber of things that you could noW say are 
recognisable instantly as part of outbound 
that we didn't know about before. In faCTwe 
probably didn't know about them when 
did "Face To Face". But in retrospect we 
can see it.
RR: After "Face To Face" you said you 
could start to see a coherent direction. How 
did you see that direction? How did you 
identify The Angels' sound?
JB: Oh when we did "Face To Face"? Well,
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brother Rick although guesses could 
misfire. John outwardly is more extrovert, 
but Rick's the sly one. He will sit back in a 
room and observe and every now and then 
home in with some witty remark or ob­
servation. Generally it's pretty off-the-wall 
stuff which isn't really surprising if you con­
sider he has written some of the band's most 
abstract lyrics. Check out the lyrics to songs 
such as "Outcast" and his contribution to 
songs on "No Exit", such as "Dawn Is 
Breaking" and "M r Damage" which con­
tain probably The Angels' most bizarre 
lyrics to date.
When I first interviewed Rick and John 
Brewster last year they were both just star­
ting to come to grips with doing interviews 
where they were expected to dissect and 
discuss The Angels. Since then the interview 
process has become much easier for John, 
buf as I was to find out repeatedly with Rick, 
we could talk perfectly comfortably about 
everything and anything while no tape was 
running, but as soon as the tape started 
moving, Rick's lips stopped.
"Yeah, I find it a lot easier to do in­
terviews now, but not to explain things like 
lyrics. More to explain basically what we're 
doing. We're less defensive about that now", 
John Brewster admits.
R R : Why less defensive?
we sort of didn't. The thing is that it just 
happened to be at that point... Agh ... we 
were getting a buzz off doing some of these 
things like " I Ain't The One" and stuff, 
which were a bit more aggressive than 
songs we had done before. We've always 
been a rock'n'roll band apart from a few 
wanders in other directions ... a few half­
hearted attempts at blending in ... and shit 
this is a really involved thing because 
you've got Buzz and Chris joining the band, 
and for the first six months or so of their 
joining, you're exposed to the kind of 
musical direction they'd like to see the band 
pursuing, coming in fresh. So the whole 
thing is up in the air and it's all a great mess 
and then it eventually settles down to 
becoming morf» what the band really is.
RR; What difference did Buzz and Chris 
make to the sound?
JB: Musically a helluva lot. But in actual 
fact initially, I'd say it caused the 
band ... from an outsider's point of view, it 
would have looked like a band that was a bit 
confused. Do you know what I mean? 
Playing everything better than before Buzz 
and Chris joined, like the.drummer could 
actually play in time and a good bass 
player ... all that was together, but it was a 
band that didn't really come across with the 
amount of power it had before they joined
R
the band. I guess it was like musically 
treading water.
Then we started writing things like "I 
Ain't The One", "Marseilles", "Coming 
Down" and^'^Take A Long Line". They all 
came one afteTThe-other. So all of a sudden 
The Angels had a definable sound. Now with 
this album it's not so much that we set about 
trying to make an album that went off in the 
same direction as "Face To Face" or 
anything, it's just that became the way we 
play. We tend to play a lot of stuff where the 
rhythm guitars are very important. You 
know, two leads where ... well you really 
come in heavy on some of the chords and 
you're just peddling on the others. You know 
that thing, that dat-dat-dat-dat-wat (the wat 
almost sounding like a sheep bleat).
RR: Are you aware that a lot of people who 
are critical of the band, tend to see some of 
The Angels music as a formula type of rock? 
Do you reject that?
JB: Yeah, I do actually. Yeah I reject it 
because you could make the same 
statement about probably any rock'n'roll 
band. There is always something basic to 
the music and what gives you your own 
sound is basically a variation of a theme. 
It's not a new theme.
RR: I rdrse^ the point because I know some 
people tend Td'see^J’he Angels as^otrhding 
like "Take A Long Lme-'—nwHIplied by a 
dozen times or whatever.
JB: Oh, I see ... you mean formularise on 
our own music rather than other people's? 
RR: Right.
JB: Yeah, that's different but I still reject it. 
RR: You evolved a riff and it is now very 
easily identifiable as The Angels ...
JB: That's one thing that identifies The 
Angels' sound. I mean The Beatles har­
monies in one +hing that identified The 
Beatles, and their arrangements of their 
songs for years basically depended on the 
way they arranged their vocals. Our sound I 
think comes across with that kind of guitar 
style, plus Doc's vocals which are very 
distinctive. But I don't take it as a valid 
criticism because I think that, provided you 
don't get locked into that one sound that 
never moves, it's much better to have 
something that characterises a lot of your 
music than having something that sounds 
confused.
RR: When you first went into the studio to 
start work on "No Exit", how conscious 
were you of the fact that while you didn't 
want to get away from what your music is, 
at the same time it should not be seen to be 
too close to "Face To Face"? Did you have 
that in your mind?
JB: No, not really ... aw yeah, I suppose it 
would not be quite true to say that ... I am 
supposed to be honest with you, aren't I 
(laughs)? Well, no one train of thought 
predominates. It's not that heavily planned. 
You take one song and you go "look, that 
song's got to be made better' and we end up 
making it better — at least to us, I don't 
know about other people. A lot of it is just 
me and Rick writing down there (Studio 
One) with the drum loops and stuff, but 
we're not sitting there going 'now this 
overall album does not sound like "Face To 
Face" '. It's more or less song by song, and 
there's one song there that we did that we 
d idn 't... we thought 'oh look, this isn't going 
to suit the band', but we ended up playing 
around with it to make the song suit the 
band, and you made the comment... it was 
"Out Of The Blue", you said 'oh, that 
doesn't sound terribly far away from your 
sound', remember when you heard it down 
there? Well if you heard it when we first did 
it, you would have said 'yeah, but that's not 
The Angelsatall'.
DOW N  
IN THE 
BUNKER
TheI  I IV #  evening was then broken up bu 
a trip from the city to Kings Cross to score 
milk shakes and other munchies for the 
troops back in the bunker. As we drive back 
through the Cross, Australia's little 
Babylon. John Brewster, although ad­
mitting that he feels totally buggered after 
more than 400 hours in the studio, can now 
see the light at the end of the tunnel. The 
realisation that the mammoth task is almost 
completed relaxes him. Already his earlier 
caution over the album's progress is giving 
wat to an unashamed optimism. Both he and 
the rest of the band are highly satisfied with 
the fruits of their labour. If the album 
somehow wasn't up to scratch if wouldn't be 
through lack of endeavor or commitment, 
because the band, particularly the 
producers Rick and John, have applied an 
almost persistent perfectionism tto the 
work, an impression which is reinforced 
again and again over the next week in the 
studio.
RR: What is the difference between how you 
produced "Face To Face" and the approach 
you've taken with "No Exit"?
JB: Actually we've probably slicked our­
selves up a bit. But I don't think we've sof-
tened the energy by doing it. We've just got 
better sounds.
RR: When you say slicked up, do you mean 
you've got more sophisticated sound?
JB: I dunno but I think it is. See we recor­
ded this album completely different to 
"Face To Face". Like putting instruments 
in different rooms. Rick and Chris and 
myself played in the control room to the 
stereo monitors, and Buzz played in the big 
room so that all he had in there was drums, 
and it's given us a lot more definition. 
There's no spill of instruments into other in­
struments microphones.
RR: You don't think that takes some of the 
feel away though by not playing in the same 
room?
JB: I thought it would have when we started 
doing it, but now that we've done it I think 
that it puts more in. In fact the way the 
album sounds, I think it sounds more live 
because of it. If the energy is on the recor­
ding, that's what counts. That's why I say 
that I think it comes across more live, and 
the only way you can measure that live 
thing is how much energy there is on the 
record. I think there's a stack of energy in 
"No Exit".
RR: Where I have been particularly 
noticing it is in the cutting edge to the leads 
by Rick.
JB: Yeah he's done real good on the album. 
RR: The production on Doc's voice for this 
album seems to me to give his vocal's much 
greater depth and variety than "Face to 
Face".
JB: I reckon Doc's singing really well. I 
think he is actually using his voice a bit dif­
ferent now. He's using it fucking well isn't 
he?
RR: And what about Doc the performer and 
the real Doc, and how the band more or less 
plays along with assisting the image of Doc 
the mystery man? How much is Doc a 
mystery to you for instance?
JB: Well Doc's a mystery man to me and 
I've known him for eight years and I mean 
that quite seriously. But that doesn't'mean 
we haven't got a good relationship. It 
means that Doc's not the easiest guy to 
fathom. It's not a cultivated image at all, 
it's just the way Doc is.
RR: Would you say he's shy or introverted? 
JB: I can't psychoanalyse Doc, or even 
begin to, except that he strikes me as being 
a set of foils within himself. He's perhaps 
got a certain amount of schizophrenia 
(laughs) because he can be loud and really 
extroverted then really introverted five 
minutes later. John Brewster's ob­
servations about how Doc can be a very 
wired person one minute then completely 
withdrawn five minutes later is one of the 
paradoxes of Neeson's character that con­
tinues to puzzle me. There are times when I 
feel I have a pretty good uunderstanding, 
almost an empathy with his reaction and 
thoughts on things, but then by some words 
or action he throws you off the scent. To the 
casual observer Doc Neeson can sometimes 
come across as a pretty cold fish, detached, 
silent, brooding, but then in an almost 
schoolboyish burst of enthusiasm, he'll 
behave in such a completely warm and 
naturally friendly fashion. However there is 
one time when everyone should be warned 
to leave Doc Neeson alone and that is im­
mediately prior to a gig. It's not that he's
D
temperamental, but each performance 
demands such intense mental concentration 
that he has to psyche himself up beforehand.
Neeson always takes about a 30 minute jog 
shortly before a show to prepare his body for 
the battering he's about to put it through, as 
weil. So out of deference to his art and the 
discipline he invokes in its pursuit, I try to 
have as little to do with him as possible prior 
to a gig, and to a limited extent so do the 
band. They joke and talk to one another and 
others around them, while Doc is ieft to 
prepare himself for the leap on stage. A 
preparation that includes now dressing in a 
finely tailored dinner suit specially im­
ported from overseas for the new live show. 
Neeson also embarks on a series of throat 
exercises to oil the parts that each night are 
called on to keep the voice responding to the 
unique demands of fronting a rock 'n' roll 
band in full cry.
THE
NASCENT
NEESON
Thprp■ ■ ^  is no doubt in my mind
that a number of Doc Neeson's strengths as 
the most charismatic rock'n'roller in this 
country today, owe something to an adap­
tion of the finer points of the disciplines he 
learnt and worked with as a Film and 
Drama student at Flinders University in 
Adelaide. That background also helps to ex­
plain his penchant for esoteric and offbeat 
lyrics, one of the most distinctive features of 
The Angels' music. But while anyone 
familiar with The Angels would expect Doc 
Neeson to be the culprit for The Angels' 
weird lyrical bent, very few people realise 
the crucial contribution of Rick Brewster. 
Almost as much of an enigma as Neeson, 
Rick Brewster is the band's non-mobile lead 
guitarist whose shades hide his gaze from 
the world on stage. Possessed of a won­
derfully warped sense of humour, not 
always fully appreciated by those around 
him, he and Neeson share a lyrical facility 
for conjuring up lines of great profudnity 
and lines of abstraction whose character is 
not dependent on actual meaning. Some 
may see such lyrics as more aking to the art 
of wanking than songwriting, but I ap­
preciate the opportunity to toy with the im­
port ot certain key lines scattered 
throughout both "Face To Face" and "No 
Exit". It makes a welcome change from the 
usual lyrical fooder many Australian bands 
claim as meaningful. If "Outcast" was the 
lyrical highpoint for me on "Face To Face", 
then at this point "Dawn Is Breaking" gets 
my nod on "No Exit". Unquestionably the 
longest lyric of any Angels song, "Dawn Is 
Breaking" is typical of the l/rical develop­
ment of Rick Brewster and Doc Neeson in 
the last 18 months.
U N N
DAWN IS BREAKING 
by Brewster/Neeson/Brewster
"Remember looking at a haunted race 
Bowed down to the storm?
Remember searching for a familiar face 
With no-one there to mourn?
Staring eyes, silent screams 
Plastic tubes to carry fading dreams 
Preacher servant in the hall 
Warm blood on the Palace wall 
Those who dine alone in hell 
Wearing grief in their lapel 
Drop small change in wishing well 
The haunted tears that never fell 
Someone's draggin' a ball and chain 
Lookin' for you in the pouring rain 
While those who care give silent prayer 
For lovers going home
If there was a brickwork surrounding the 
New York dream
If there were secrets locked in steel 
If there was a button you could press on the 
luck machine
If there was a place for wounds to heal 
If you were born in the barbed wire of your 
mother's womb
If you were hungry before you died
If you said you left your bath all clean and
white
You know I'd know you lied 
Remember the poet who said it first?
He was speaking of you and your difficult 
birth
And how you care and say your prayers 
For lovers going home
Drinking from an empty cup, waiting for a 
rock to grow
Whispered sounds that can't be heard, and 
no-one knows
Children who don't mind the rain 
Yet have no wish to die 
Whatever you are, or could have been 
You'd feel better if you could cry-y-y
Dawn is breaking in the graveyard
People massing in the streets 
Trampled heads beneath their feet 
Children playing with the dead 
Silver spoon stained with red 
Watching through a widows veil 
As Caesar desecrates the Holy Grail 
You sit all alone in your front row seat 
You look so small and frail
Y 'r the mud on the feet ot the men you damn
Y'r darkness came too soon
You should be selling two-bit watches and
girly photographs
A masterpiece in ruin
Y 'r a pantomine of old world courtesy
You should have a degree for harlotry
You should be incarcerated in an apartment
tower
With no technology!
Did you ever listen to the pole opposed to 
you?
Did you ever stop to ask?
Did you ever smile to hide your wasted 
face?
Did you ever lift your mask?
Did you ever walk with your feet on fire?
Did you ever take your place in line?
Did you know you look like you belong 
Where wrong is right and right is wrong?
Do you really think that you'll be left 
When war is life and life is death?
Reproduced by permission of J.Albert and 
Son Pty. Ltd.
Copyright (c) 1979 J. Albert and Son Pty. 
Ltd., 139 King St., Sydney, Australia.
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N O  EXIT
Aft©r" I Vi# I eventually quitting the 
studio at about 5 a.m. the previous night 
when Rick and John finally called it quits on 
the mixing session, I met Mark Pope at Dir­
ty Pool's Bondi Junction office to make the 
trip to Newscastle for the second gig of the 
tour. We cross the Harbour Bridge, pick up 
Buzz Throckman and Chris Bailey and head 
north. The Brewster brothers and Doc 
Neeson are travelling to the gig in another 
car. When we hit Newcastle, we make for 
the Ambassador nightclub, which looks like 
an old picture theatre converted into a tacky 
cabaret. When we pull up opposite the gig at 
about 7.30 p.m. we are astonished to see 
hundreds of people lined up in the rain 
waiting for the doors to open. I joke that 
Beatlemania has hit Australia, and yet the 
remark was made half seriously. Perhaps 
The Angels' phenomenal crowd-pulling 
ability is the most difficult aspect ot the 
band's rise to come to grips with. I still have 
trouble accounting for the deprivation that 
the band's fans subjects themselves to. Not 
only are they willing to endure a frantic 
crush of bodies at gigs, but you have to get 
into the bloody gigs to start with I
Eventually the doors are closed with at 
least 200 people still seeking admission. 
About 100 people continue to wait outside the 
front entrance in the vain hope they can get 
inside. Every now and then enough en­
thusiasm is found to let forth with a few 
"Angels" chants. Despite their obvious 
frustration at their inability to see their 
band, they are generally fairly good 
natured. This contrasts strongly with the 
mental picture I had of the typical 
Newcastle tan as more of a heavy metal 
droog. In fact John Brewster later pays the 
Newcastle fans a grateful tribute. He said 
perhaps the first real hardcore Angels 
audience in the country came trom 
Newcastle, and he felt it was important for 
the band to remember that in the future.
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particularly if the band's tollowing con­
tinues to create a gig demand the band can't 
possibly fulfill. From what he is saying, it 
would seem if if ever gets to that point, and 
really it's starting to get that way now, the 
special vote of gratitude the band owes 
Newcastle will not be forgotten — The 
Angels will always bring their hot coals to 
Newcastle.
Even though John Woodruff had told me 
he didn't expect the band to fully hit stride 
for the first few dafes, the Newcastle gig 
turned out to be a very good gig indeed. The 
band was happy with it and the crowd 
naturally willed them on. The management 
were obviously happy and didn't seem 
unusually perturbed about one wall at the 
rear of the building which had developed 
some sort of crack along it. A post mortem 
in the kitchen confirmed everyone's high 
opinion of the gig and one particularly 
pleasing aspect for the future gigs was a 
much tighter effort tonight on an in­
strumental called "Planned Obsolescence" 
which was a bit shakey on the opening night. 
The instrumental is in fact a chance for the 
band to have a blow while Doc Neeson gets a 
chance for a two minute breather. In the 
gigs to follow the instrumental became 
tighter and became quite a feature of the 
set. It is the ideal opportunity for Rick 
Brewster to blow a longer solo than the 
usual economies of the band's music allows, 
and for those of us who have grown ac­
customed to his guitar prowess, it's a 
Welcome opportunity to hear him really 
wailing for more than 30 seconds.
MEMORY
LANE
Im keen to see a movie on Sigmund Freud 
on the box at 2 a.m. so when the Brewsters 
and Doc Neeson are making plans to go, I 
mention the movie. Rick and John are 
equally keen to see it, so we start ploughing 
back down the highway to Five Dock, which 
John Brewster calls home when he's not 
living out of a suitcase. As we drive along 
the tape is going and the conversation is 
taped more as a running commentary than 
any actual formal taped interview. At one 
point we are talking about how suddenly 
writers such as Tolkien and Hunter S. 
Thompson become trendy and fashionable 
and Doc Neeson asks me if I have read any 
of Thompson's writing?
RR: Yeah I've read the books. Have you 
read his stuff Doc?
DOC: I've just finished reading "Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas". It was great.
RR: Can you believe it.
DOC: Almost.
RR: I find it hard to believe the human body 
can take so much punishment.
DOC: Yeah he really lathers it on, doesn't 
he!
RICK: Hey, I went and saw this movie last 
night called "Caravans" and guess who 
they had doing the dubbing on it? Gerry 
Humphries. I don't know if it's the same 
guy, but the dubbing at the start was so good 
I couldn't believe it and when I saw Gerry 
Humphries name down for dubbing, I 
thought yeah that figures.
RR: Well he's suppo.sed to be over in London 
at present getting something together 
(Humphries was the lead singer in the 
legendary mid-'60's Australian Band — The 
Loved Ones).
DOC: He's brilliant I reckon.
RR: The Loved Ones are still the best 
Australian band I've seen.
DOC: They were incredible.
JOHN: They're your favourite all-time 
band?
RR: They were the first name-band I ever 
saw. I was living in a country town in 
Western Victoria and they came through on
one of the very first country tours.....and I
just stood there near the stage pinned to the 
spot for fhe whole performance....! was 
transfixed by Gerry Humphries.
JOHN: So was I. I had exactly the same ex­
perience at the Glenelg Oval in Adelaide and 
I've never forgotten it. I saw Johnny Young 
and The Loved Ones and it was the only time 
I ever saw them on stage and 1 can still 
vividly remember that gig and that's saying 
something because that's a long time ago. 
RR: That would have been around '65.
RICK: I was pretty transfixed by Ross 
Wilson.
DOC: Yeah he was good.
JOHN: Yeah well when The Loved Ones 
were happening, Rick, I think you were 
pretty young...You weren't into them at all 
but they were just so fantastic....they were 
sensational and the same went...but in a dif­
ferent way, for Procession. I thought they 
were amazing.
RR: Anyone ever see The Easys?
RICK AND JOHN: Nuh.
DOC: I saw them on the telly.
RR: AAy great regret.
J B: Mine too.
DOC: John did you ever see The James 
Taylor Move?
JOHN: I think I did. But what I did do 
regularly every week was go and see The 
Twilights.
R
DOC: Yeah so did I.
JOHN: They were a good band. Like in the 
days of The Beatles, The Twilights were 
your local answer. They had a really good 
harmony thing.
RICK: Have you seen that photo ot Glenn 
Shorrock that looks exactly like Meatloaf? 
JOHN: You know I could imagine that if 
somebody like Mike Walsh retired 
tomorrow, I could quite easily see him 
taking over the Mike Walsh Show (an 
opinion all agreed with).
Wednesday, May 9, midday
INTO THE 
VINYL 
VALLEY
"Freud" had proved an easily digestible 
film in the wee small hours and after 
crashing at John Brewster's house, we are 
now about to head into the city where he's 
hoping to complete further mixing on the 
album before breaking off in the early 
evening to make tonight's gig at Castle Hill. 
When I speak to Mark Pope later in the day I 
am told that all but 200 tickets for tonight's 
gig had been pre sold and the final 200 were 
put on sale at 9.30 this morning. The 200 
were sou Id out within 10 minutes. Later I 
discover that the Marconi Club not only 
closed the door two nights later but ac­
cording to Mark Pope, they turned away 
about 1500. It really is incredibly difficult to 
relate to that sort of massive following. I 
doubt that even Daddy Cool and Skyhooks at
u N N
are very different. Then it goes back into 
The Angels as people know The Angels for 
the last two songs on the second side."
Again on "No Exit" the band has gone for 
segueing songs fogether as it did on the 
previous album with "Take A Long Line" 
and "Marseilles".
"They do come fairly close on top of one 
another on most of the songs," Brewster 
agrees. "Waiting For The World" to "After 
Dark" is a literal segue where we literally 
play straight through. "Waiting For The 
World" is raging up there at the end and in­
stead of the last chord being a big majestic 
crash, we've gone and played a slow A chord 
and then play the opening chords of the next 
song. 1 guess it's just a little treat, but I 
think the two songs together thing works 
very well. It works well on stage too. With 
everything we do on a record we try to con­
sider the stage possibilities. I think it 
changes things a bit live too and I kinda like 
the idea of cutting off the applause and just 
keep going, otherwise you just have a cycle 
of song, applause, song, applause etc. etc. 
Also Doc doesn't talk much in the stage 
act."
One wondered if there was ever a time 
when Doc did talk to the audience, and when 
his little "raves" between songs first star­
ted?
"I'd  say they began about 18 months ago. 
He used to talk to the audience you know? 
He wasn't quite as....he still had good stage 
presence but yeah he did a few things like 
drawing a raffle and all that (laughs at the 
thought now). When the band was doing five 
hour gigs it was a very different thing. You 
couldn't put on a show. It was like we were 
the band on the night at the time. You know 
the sort of thing — the half hour up and half 
hour off, alternating say with a disco 
machine. There's some horrible things 
you've got to do," he said with a grin.
With the album all but completed did he 
think when they first started work on "No 
Exit" that it would turn out the sort of 
album it has and did he feel it had lived up to 
his expectations?
John Woodruff
their peak could claim that sort ot record- 
breaking attendance figures The Angels set 
as seemingly a matter of course. As the tour 
progresses it is the gigs where the doors 
aren't closed, that are the rare exception. I 
ask John Brewster if he notices much dif­
ference between Angels audiences around 
the country. Surely there's not much 
variation between hysterical and going over 
the top at an Angels gig?
"It's a lot more even now," he replies 
while bolting a quick coffee in his kitchen. 
"Particularly from State to State it's more 
even. I mean Sydney audiences have been 
like we've seen last night for a long long 
time. But Melbourne audiences have now 
come up close to Sydney and Adelaide and 
Brisbane is pretty much the same thing." 
With a wildly enthusiastic audience vir­
tually guaranteed at every gig now, did he 
feel fhere was a risk of the band becoming 
blase in the face of such overwhelming 
adulafion? "Well I'm sure we could, but we 
don't for some reason. I think a lot of the 
reason for that not happening is that it's just 
very hard to get all that laid-back about it 
when you're playing the kind of music we 
are. And then there's a bit of variation in 
the set where you pull it back every now and 
then with things like "Outcast" and "Be 
With You". It works the same for us as it 
does for fhe audiences I fhink. The whole 
thing is up for a while and then you pull it 
back again. I don't think it would work if it 
was up there the whole way. I like those lit­
tle lulls we have in the set but now there's 
not so many of fhem."
Did he think the inclusion of the new num­
bers from "No Exit" has made the set even 
more full on than before?
"Yeah, that whole first side doesn't really 
let up very much at all. The second side has
got a bit of a .....it Slows down with "Out of
the Blue"' and "Dawn Is Breaking". The 
second side opens with "Can't Shake It" 
which is the sort of song you could do any 
number of ways," he says. It's more like a 
blow which is a good way to open the side, 
and then it just goes into the two songs that
John Brewster
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it his way. I don't think that there's been 
very much suggestion to Doc that he try a 
line this way or that way. It's been mainly 
his own ideas which I really like."
"Yeah I think it's one of the strengths of 
the album. I think Doc sings really well and 
there's a lot more room for mood from Doc 
wifhout losing the energy of the songs. I 
think there's more mood than "Face to 
Face". I think "Face" is a strong album for 
what it is and this is a strong album for what 
it is. There's a difference between them 
which I'm pleased about because I think the 
band has got to be moving all the time."
Later that night at Castle Hill 
RSL Club in Sydney's western suburbs.
"The way I feel at the moment it's ex­
ceeded my expectations and I'm finding 
now that we are almost finished the mixing. 
I'm getting off on the tracks more and more.
Also a lot of the things have only come 
together in the last few days such as Rick 
putting down a lot of the lead breaks. We 
knew the rhythm tracks were ok but the 
icing on the cake means a lot of difference to 
your overall enjoyment. Also to hear it in 
the right balance makes a lot of difference. 
When you can sit back with a tape, and you 
don't have to touch a nob, just sit back and 
go "ok let's have a listen to that". That's 
when I really start to get off on it. 
Sometimes you don't rpally appreciate 
some of the songs until you're a month or 
soaway from them. While you're working 
on the album it is hard to remain objective 
and detached, but now I'm finding it a lot 
easier because the songs have come up so 
well.
John Brewster then explained how he and 
Rick Brewster worked with Mark Opitz as a 
production team on "No Exit". He said that 
he and his brother do all the song 
arrangements and that Rick did a lot of 
work on his own with his guitar and "stuff". 
According to his brother, Rick likes to take a 
long time getting it right, so he works away 
on that with Opitz. He puts down his leads 
after the others have laid down the rhythm 
tracks.
"Now I would either be there or not be
there...... it doesn't really matter very
much. He usually puts down a lead break 
and then says to me "what do you think of 
that one?" So Mark and Rick work a fair bif 
together on putting those sorts of fhings 
down. Rick and me or jusf Rick, or just me, 
work a lot with Doc when he's doing the 
vocals. Actually on this album Doc's vir­
tually walked up to the microphone and just 
sang them. He didn't have to spend much 
time on the vocals at all."
" I really like the way the whole thing is 
evolving now because I think everyone 
knows...or recognises their strengths more. 
Doc's able to just walk into the studio and do
FACING
THE
MUZIK
Castle Castle Hill is a huge
complex even as NSW clubs go and when I 
take a peek at the crowd anxiously awaiting 
the band's triumphal appearance on stage, 
it's obvious this is by far the biggest crowd 
of the three "Cling In" dates up til now. This 
is the first Sydney date and the most likely 
to bring the media people out in force to 
check the new show. There's more than a 
feeling of tension in the air backstage and I 
retreat from the general communal at­
mosphere of the main dressing room to a 
smaller room where I sit Buzz Throckman 
down for a taped session before the band 
goes on. Already the gig is running late and 
Chris Bailey, who was following Throck- 
man's car, has still not arrived. My tape 
competes with the background throat exer­
cises of Neeson, who is negotiating the last 
of his costume, while John Woodruff is 
talking to him. Every now and then the noise 
of the audience swells like a wave before 
breaking into relative silence again.
RR: Does the fact you are about to go out 
and play to more than a 1000 people make 
you play any better than say if it was a pub 
gig with 200? ^
BUZZ: The number of people doesn't really 
affect me. The size of the stage has more af­
fect on my playing actually.
RR: And how do you feel after you come off 
stage after a gig like this?
BUZZ: Fucked. Yeah it's very physical. 
That's the difference between doing three 
half hour sets or something and one long 
hour and a half set. When the band used to 
do three sets in a night you could go hell for 
leather really every time. You could go out 
during the breaks, have a smoke, a 
drink....you know, a shit, shower, shave. 
But these days you have to pace yourself 
very carefully otherwise you burn yourself 
ouf.
JOHN BREWSTER: (entering the room) 
When Chris gets here Ross, make sure you 
ask him why he has this habit of being late 
(it's probably because Chris Bailey is the 
most casual and easy going ot the five).
RR: So a little extra tension tonight. Will 
the bass player make the gig?
BUZZ: Yeah...those are the sort of things 
where you really notice....like the band's 
keyed up and someone's a bit late and sud­
denly there's a bit of an edge. (Just then a 
huge roar from the crowd fills the air off in 
the distance.) I think the road crew must 
have walked on stage and now the 
crowd....actually I went down to have a look 
at the crowd before out of interest. I went 
down to check my kit and have a look out. I 
like to do that. I like-to look at the stage 
before I play.
RR: What sort of awareness do you have of 
the audience at your gigs when you're 
banging away behind your kit?
BUZZ: Very little visual concept. Although 
I hope I have some sort of concept. But not 
visually because I'm fairly unaware 
of anything while I'm playing (which 
isn't surprising if you study his head moving 
vigorously from side to side when he's 
flailing away atthe skins).
RR: John Brewster and 1 were talking 
earlier about your drumming and agreed 
that you're playing much better recently. 
Would you go along with that?
BUZZ: I think it's because I'm starting to 
play piano again actually. I picked up on the 
piano again about three months ago after 
not playing it for years and I've been going 
into the studio and playing around with a 
tew tunes. Mucking around with a few 
rough ideas and I think that gives you a dif­
ferent approach. I'm getting into produc­
tion too. I'm really interested in it and I'd 
really like to find a band to produce, (there's 
another roar from the crowd) I think Dave 
must be checking the kit. You know what 
makes the difference between say playing 
Chequers two years ago and playing Castle 
Hill a year ago? It's one thing to be playing 
in a place and people are there just because 
they wanted to go and have a drink. Now 
they're here to see the band. It makes it 
harder on the band because you've got to 
come up with the goods each time.
JOHN Brewster: (sticking his head in the 
door) Are you right to go Buzz?
BUZZ: Yeah. Looks like it's time to go and 
face the music!
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LONDON
It's Spring in London and the 
blood Is beginning to flow in the 
rock scene's veins once again, with 
the occasional Big Show and a few 
nice pub appearances by middle- 
order bands.
With his new L.P. (first studio one since 
“ Lust For Life"), new record label and a 
convincing rendition of songs new and old 
(he even did “ I Got My Cock In My 
Pocket"), Iggy Pop's been grabbing most of 
the attention. With an O.K. band and a few 
minor celebrities like Glen Matlock on bass, 
Iggy did the Music Machine last week and 
had the audience foaming at the mouth for 
more, despite having a drummer who 
seemed so out of condition that he was 
flagging by the third number. It didn't mat­
ter, as nobody'd come to see anything but 
The Ig go through his paces, iggy himself 
seemed more concerned to show himself to 
be the Master of His Own Career than the 
careening hopeless case of past years, and 
by and large did it pretty well, with plenty of 
his particular brand of charisma and liberal 
hellfire helpings of That Voice. Iggy's in a 
funny position — elevated to the ranks of 
demi god while he's still alive, and hinting 
that he's no longer gonna die in the next five 
minutes, he nontheless can't seem to crack 
it with a single, unlike buddy David, whose 
new track, lifted off the forthcoming new 
LP, "Boys Keep Swinging", is already get­
ting lots of airplay and looks set for Big 
Sales. Still, after the sheer energy-level and 
commitment on display at the Music 
Machine, I can't see anybody giving him the 
BOF badge for a while yet. I certainly 
wouldn 't .  Hearing is believing.
In another case of Anomaly Makes Good, 
Robert Fripp has come to decidedly in­
dividual life of late, with his first solo L.P. in 
Christ knows how long and a whole string of 
solo performances around London and the 
Home Counties in record shops. The 
philosophy behind all this was explained in a 
rather torturous music paper interview last 
week. Apparently Fripp is one of the honest 
converts to The Cause of bringing back 
humanity to rock'n'roll (maybe the other 
way round would be more apt) and dispen­
sing with the Star Syndrome, enjoyed by 
even the most fire-breathing New Wavers, 
by just turning up in stores and playing 
music and talking to people who become in­
terested in what he's doing. It's a happy idea 
and one that's encouraging to see from 
someone who's been through the treadmill 
and emerged from the other end, rather 
than a token gesture from a bunch of young 
livelies still on their way up. Alternative TV 
are really the only other band I can think of 
at the moment who are committed to such 
simpie and frightening concepts. The LP, by 
the way, is one of those that seems destined 
for the "essential listening" label in the for­
thcoming years. According to Fripp it's the 
first of a "trilogy towards 1981", whatever 
than means.
Which brings us neatly to the latest Lon­
don obsession, it being 1979, with the end ot 
the seventies in sight: who is playing the 
Sound Of The 80s RIGHT NOW? Which 
seems bloody stupid at the best of times, and 
it's funny that the answers people are 
coming up with seem to ignore the obvious: 
Disco. Or at least some inverted form of 
isco. Seems to me that Abba's LP, released 
here last week, points just as convincingly 
to the sort of musical pastiche the 80s seem 
kely to kick off with as anything Souixsie, 
The Jam or The Clash have come up'with, 
Ithough the latest favorites for the 
forerunner" title are The Pop Group — 
well, at least for the rest of Spring. Maybe 
the Old Groaner himself, David Bowie, will 
ive us a sneak preview on the new album: 
So what else is new in election-ravaged 
ngland? Well, Faye Fife and Eugene 
Reynolds have reformed The Rezillos, but
under a new name and with a couple of the 
old band's members noticeably absent: they 
should be touring pretty soon. In the mean­
time they've had to spend most of their 
working hours disowning the horrible 
posthumous Rezillos Live LP that their old 
record company scraped up from the bot­
tom of a disused OB van, and shoved out 
with a cheapo-cheapo sieeve which looks 
like it took exactly 30 seconds to design: 
such a sad comedown from the gloriously 
sharp and trenchant "Can't Stand The 
Rezillos" of last year. Wish them weli in 
their battle with the goliaths of the en­
tertainment industry, folks — they'll need it. 
Taiking of something good arising from the 
sordid remains of once-fine outfits. The 
Damned are back in business with a string 
of fiery dates and a singie which goes very 
close to matching the inspired iunacy ot 
"New Rose" and "Help", dispelling fears 
that it was going to be another of those poin­
tless revival jobs. The Damned are back, 
are relevant, and are worth it again. Check 
the vinyl out when you get the chance.
One rather unnerving prospect atter the 
Tories' victory at the polls is the stream ot 
washed-up Angio-American tax exiles that 
are going to come streaming back into the 
country with their mid-Atlantic accents in 
tow — Bee Gees, Rod The Mod, Frampton 
etcetera. Let's hope it won't lead back to the 
pre-pistols twilight age: maybe, with a bit of 
luck, most of 'em will prefer L.A. to here 
now. Not that they'd make any real impact 
on "the future of rock" in the U.K. anymore.
Something which might conceivably have 
quite an impact, though, is a song currently 
in the Top 5, "Pop Music" by "M ". It's a 
queer amalgam of rock and disco 
techniques, like the result of a Devo-meets- 
Chic confrontation. With a strict disco-type 
beat and sparse backing, the lead singer 
delivers a virtual monologue harangue ex­
tolling the ubiquitous nature of pop music in 
every facet of Western life. It's very funny, 
catchy and entertaining, and is another of 
those songs which seems to point to some 
sort of valid crossover between the 
dominant strains of modern music. I sup­
pose all this sort of thing in the end gives you 
hope for the future, or at least some reason 
to go on believing in the music of today, just 
like the sudden rise to prominence of The 
Police here with "Roxanne", 12 months af­
ter its initial release, due to a big success in 
the U.S. Dire Straits did a similar thing 
here, making the charts with "Sultans of 
Swing" six months after the rest of the 
worid and oniy after phenomenal stateside 
success. Though that syndrome isn't any 
real surefire guarantee — Little River 
Band, however well they might do in the 
U.S., just can't even scratch the surface 
here. But with what now iooks iike a 
veritable stream of U.K. bands who've 
come up in the last couple of years — 999, 
The Clash, Boomtown Rats, The Jam, Ian 
Gomm, all doing well in the U.S., and the 
steady rise of Costello and Lowe over there 
too, it seems that the gap between the two 
countries is being closed very quickly now, 
and a return to the old days of bands being 
able to get the big break on either side of the 
Atlantic is not too far away. One only hopes 
that our old friends AC/DC, who are curren­
tly in the States on what just might turn out 
to be a do-or-die effort, according to 
rumours round town, get the breaks that are 
clearly there to be taken now. And with the 
reception given The Sports at their last U.K. 
gig (three encores and 10 more minutes of 
unrewarded yelling), they just might be in 
line for the Big Jump later on too. But to end 
on a totally irrelevant point — it's in­
teresting to note that two of the biggest ban­
ds here at the moment (in terms of bub- 
bling-under street credibility). Penetration 
and Souixsie, have female lead singers. 
Anvone want to make a theory out of that?
—  KEITH SHADWICK
THE RIGHT TRACK
The nicest thing about a small 
town place (as small town as 
Adelaide is) is the small town 
camaraderie. In Adelaide you're 
always discovering that the person 
you've just met tor the first time in 
your life went to school with your 
brother, bought a car from your un­
cle or lived next door to your best 
friend. There aren't many people, 
there aren't many venues, there 
aren't many bands. People with 
similar interests keep tripping over 
each other.
If might be the friendiy familiarity that 
pervades everything in Adeiaide that makes 
it a considerate, supportive atmosphere for 
the nurturing of new bands — especially 
new, young, inexperienced bands who front 
up with not much more than raw potential. 
It could be the lack of alternatives open to 
the local audiences that makes them so en­
couraging, or the fact that every so often 
Adelaide produces a really extraordinary 
band, or members thereof. The annals of 
Australian Rock Achievements are riddled 
with pedigrees that stretch back to 
Adelaide, and just out of Adelaide to 
Elizabeth. Start with the Twilights and 
work your way forward....Young Modern 
and the Accountants are two recent exam­
ples of raw bands who were wrapped in cot­
ton wool and blossomed under our very 
eyes.
There's a smug self satisfaction involved 
in being there when it first happened, when 
everything's new and undiscovered. The 
last couple of years in Adelaide proved ex­
citing and unpredictable. While the newest 
in interstate bands slipped across to play in 
venues that were fresh, performing with the 
latest Adelaide hopefuls, to audiences 
thrilled by the experiment of it all, 
everything was just fab. However com­
placency, overexposure, and various 
economical disasters well and truly burst 
the bubble and " it was back to one more 
boring night in Adeiaide" again.
Now the scene looks like it might be 
rejuvenating again. Soka are grabbing big 
crowds at the Richmond Hotel, Terminal 
Twist (nee the Warm Jets) have iaunched 
themselves into contention from the 
Cremorne Hotel, and the Fiasco 
Organisation has started quietly building up 
steam at the Princess Berkley Hotel with 
first the U--Bombs, then Fast Eddie, The 
Fine Cuts etc. Lemmy Caution are back 
again after last year's false start. New ban­
ds, new venues,* realistic break even door 
prices. A new beginning. Of course many of 
the hew bands are re-vamped, re-styled well 
known faces, but there always seems to be a 
totally new outfit that springs out of 
nowhere. Enter the Immigrants............
The Immigrants are a new, young, inex­
perienced band from Elizabeth who've 
played a handful of gigs in Adelaide. 
Elizabeth is an industrialiy oriented 
satellite city nudging at Adelaide's northern 
suburbs. There isn't much in the way of en­
tertainment for young people in Elizabeth. 
The city has an overwhelming migrant 
population, hence the band name adopted by 
this collection of second generation Im­
migrants who between them bear Scottish, 
English and Russian ancestry.
There's always a place in any rock scene 
for a good fun band that effervesces and en­
tertains. The sort of band you can see five 
times or fifty times and they still sparkle. 
The Immigrants are fun, with a fine pop sen­
sibility woven into the still emerging style of 
their seif penned songs. This is the sort of 
band that Adelaide has been aching for sin­
ce Young Modern packed its bags for Syd­
ney. Catchy meiodies, danceable rhythms, 
hummable choruses, ambition, enthusiasm 
- the Immigrants are on the right track.
They look sharp : a fashion range in­
cluding a white shirt/thin biack tie, narrow 
pants, sneakers, a white sports coated
singer..... and, dare I say it, this common
element of youthful exuberance — a sort of 
innocence almost. The overall sound is 
remarkably clear and coherent for so very 
early on in a performing career.
The Immigrants are fronted by a capable, 
affable sort of person Andy Armiger who's 
also involved with a few programmes on 
Radio SUV. Bassist M ick  A r ­
miger (relation) and guitarist Andy 
Thomas were at school together and in a 
band earlier on playing "rubbish for a long 
time — Eagles things" according to Andy. 
Kym Webster is the keyboard player and 
Rod Greig the drummer. Guitarist Keith 
Armiger (reiation) was the last to join, he 
was playing original material in a Yes vein 
before joining the immigrants and was 
cagey enough not to leave his previous band 
until things with the Immigrants iooked 
bright. They debuted at a show with their 
friends, and fellow Elizabeth residents,' the 
Accountants.
All the people in the band with the sur­
name Armiger are brothers, and younger 
brothers of ex Bieeding Hearts guitarist 
Martin Armiger, now with the Sports. The 
Immigrants liked the Sports and were 
toying around with "Put The Light On" long 
before Martin joined the band and they've 
now included "Who Listens To The Radio?" 
in their set. Martin arranged the Bleeding 
Hearts song "Emptiness of Life" for them. 
But even the slightest suggestion that they 
might be trying to follow closely in their 
brother's footsteps is ludicrous. "What play 
songs' cos Martin plays them you mean? 
That's silly. It wasn't our fault he joined the 
Sports."
The Immigrants will be playing around 
Adelaide again once Andy has recovered 
from a recent hospitalisation.
— JULIAN BURT
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N-LETS: Good Time Avant-garde
Four or five years ago in the 
much maligned city ot Wollongong, 
there was a band called the 
Nothing, a bunch ot fledging non­
musicians dedicated to a fairly 
traditional, it not exactly common, 
abuse ot rock methods, as much In­
spired by their own haphazardness 
as by any sinister Concept.
Somewhere along the line this in­
creasingly studied musical ineptitude stum­
bled on to something vaguely resembling 
rock as we know it, producing some unin­
tentionally likable, almost obvious, sounds. 
However, this was ditched in an anti- 
commercialist fit, as ideas-bands whose 
biggest influences always appear to be a 
desperate attempt not to show any, are wont 
to do. The N-Lettes, later reduces to the N- 
Lets, is the result.
The N-Lets are a three piece Paul Groch 
on bass, Tim Vandenberg on guitar and 
vocals and Christopher Croot on drums. 
Only Croot uses his instrument in anything 
approaching a conventional manner, but 
what can a person do with an old fashioned 
acoustic drum kit besides hit it? Groch, 
when he hasn't left it unattended on 
someon's speaker cabinet, slings his bass at 
an almost unpluckable knee height, rarely 
playing it as such, rather using it as a noise­
making device. Vandenberg — the ex­
trovert, public image and suspect character 
of the group — also frequently prefers to 
rest his guitar on the floor, laying baking 
4rays across its mangled frests, throwing 
tinkling pieces of metal at the pick-ups and 
even . rummaging around in an ac­
companying amplified suitcase. However, 
ail this is just a tiny part of his true 
speciality-over-acted send-ups of all the 
macho nonsense,that guitar heroes and rock 
frontmen feel is their duty to inflict on us. 
All the sound is improvised and to all pur­
poses bears no taint of easy commercial 
music. Friends who go for this sort of thing 
tell me that the recorded, non-stage-struck, 
N-Lets are very good, but the live N-Lets 
just leap out and beg intellectual dissection.
We must have all noticed lately in 
Australia a blossoming nationalist trend of 
idiotic pride in nothing in particular, all set 
to a compulsive little tune. From "C'mon 
Aussie" — I may be shallow and narrow­
minded, but by God I'm lovable — to Dave 
Warner and his ( I hope) parodies of Oz iden­
tity crises which are so disgustingly perfect 
that they might as well be the real thing. 
They're using the good ol' youth culture 
warhorse to reinforce racial stereotypes 
which even if they do exist, hardly need 
championing. It serves no positive purpose 
(except the dubious feeling of belonging), 
but provides an acceptable safety-valve for 
bigots and Media Reps, who for different 
reasons like to convince us masses that 
there is something importantly unusual in 
us that needs to be cherished (yech). So 
even though they are not as unique as they'd 
like to think they are. I'm glad the N-Lets 
are Australian simply because they're 
another prick in the practically sacred myth 
of peculiarly Antipodean musical eclec­
ticism — y'know, the one they drill us with 
about being different (spelt s-p-e-c-i-a-l) 
because of our unique cultural com- 
"binations. Of course, this is so much rubbish 
— our music scene is no more and no less
derivative, creative, ridiculous and in­
teresting than any where else in the western 
world, just smaller and a little less diverse 
because our hick record industry is too com­
placent to stick out its redneck. And if only 1 
liked them, I would be proud of the N-Lets 
for proving just that.
There is little point in discussing the 
music, the sounds, because it is always im­
provised and therefore, theoretically, never 
the same. The only constant factor is the 
motive, manifesting itself as method. It's a 
total Performance, never letting up for a 
second — ostracising you, but seemingly 
wanting you to approve every step of the 
way, maybe even to understand why they 
feel so alienated that they want to do this. 
Only silly reasons like a disenchantment 
with the modern world occur to me — surely 
it's not that simple? The inspirational 
trauma eludes me ( and there is little point 
in asking because I never know when Mr 
Vandenberg is conning me), but there are a 
group of very Straight Beery Gents up the 
back of this hall who have paid AND are 
laughing loudly. Doubtless not interested in 
motive (can't say I'm that eager to know 
either), but still laughing WITH the N-Lets. 
They've been well entertained — a most 
positive aspect of this night entirely at odds 
with the N-Lets unstated but blatantly ap­
parent intent. Merry making inspired by the 
only perfect musical cynicism they're ever 
likely to hear or see. No form, little beat, no 
key, much fun. It's an odd thing, it's the 
same old odd thing. It's slapstick.
At times they go to ludicrous extremes to 
play with new ideas, but always appear to 
be sending themselves up with considerable 
if slightly nasty humour, and sending cer­
tain overly receptive sectioneoftbe audien- 
*ce into near hysterics without saying a 
word. Disgruntled young men, having a bit 
of a whinge, but surprisingly and genuinely 
entertaining. They choose to mock rock, a 
rather pointless effort as rock has little 
trouble making an idiot of itself, by 
exaggerating things already blatantly of­
fensive to people sympathetic to this par­
ticular ( and only obvious) motive. 
However^ this probably only appears as an 
oversimplification of acceptable rock 
tradition to those who see the N-Lets as a 
strictly comedy band. The former hardly 
need to be reminded, the latter remain the 
same. I have little time for theirs or anyone 
else's presumptuous attempts at aural 
chaos by simply doing any old thing, and 
assuming that there is some sort of (Clique 
"message" within the noise. By rejecting all 
the standard rock trappings, they place an 
enormous load of specifically com­
municative roles on the actual sounds, 
which realistically cannot work. If there is 
no message, then what's the point? At least 
live, the humour is the saving grace, but 
also the great leveller. The N-Lets as just 
another ayante-good-time band? I find this 
the incredible but inescapable conclusion.
—  PETER NELSON 
The N-Lets have recorded a 60-minute 
cassette of ‘‘Organised Noise” which is 
available for $4 from 51 Tarrawanna Road, 
Wollongong 2500. Lazy Sydney people with 
. an aversion to postage may make enquiries 
at 224 Liverpool Street, Darlinghurst. A 
single of N-Lets’ stage favourit ‘‘Let’s N” 
(the only song you are likely to hear them 
play twice), also on cassette, may be 
available soon. Depending on demand.
Dear John, Ian, Mark and Noel,
I hope you
don’t mind me writing this letter but I just 
want to say how fantastic I think you guys 
are. The CLONES. What a great name. 
First I though you’d be a punk band but 
when I saw you for the first time in the Man­
ning Bar at Sydney University I knew you 
were just like me. OK, you were only about 
eight when ”I Want To Hold Your Hand” 
came out and the Beatles were king, but that 
doesn’t stop us liking all that sixties pop 
music does it? If Tom Waits can pretend 
he’s Jack Kerouac and living in 1952 then I 
know it’s OK for us to get sentimental about 
the sixties. Why my girlfriend says she 
wrote to Paul McCartney at the Sheraton 
Hotel when the Beatles were in Sydney and 
offered her body....and mind to him. She 
was only eight.
Gee I get annoyed when people rubbish 
the CLONES, saying ’they’re just another 
revival band’. I know that at the moment 
most of your repetoire is cover versions of 
the Monkees, Beatles, Who and Rolling 
Stones songs....oops and some fantastic 
Easybeats covers but I counted five original 
songs last week. There was ‘You’re Only In 
My Way‘, ‘Oh Tina’, ’She Don't Care’, ’You 
Do Things To Me’ and ’Happv I’m With Her’
— what a great single that’d be. I bet no one 
else recognised them as originals ’cause 
they sound just like the other songs.
Mark, I remember when you used to write 
for the same magazine I did. That was a 
great article on junk food but you’re better 
off with the bass. John and Ian are great 
guitarists and you guys are so talented, all 
singing like you do. You’re gonna have to 
teach Noel though. Can’t let him get away 
with just drumming.
You know there must be loads of bands 
that are envious of you and lots more who 
think you get it pretty easy. Playing all 
those songs that people know (love ’Sub­
stitute’ — it’s just like the Who) you get 
really fantastic audience reactions and 
people come to see you because of that. It’s 
so frustrating for bands like Young Modern 
who love the sixties too but started off with 
almost all original songs. They really have 
to work hard to get people to see them. You 
guys betta be careful though because it’s 
going to get really hard when you try and do 
mostly original songs. I bet people will keep 
asking for ‘Stepping Stone’ and ‘Please 
Please Me’.
You wouldn’t believe how thrilled I was to 
actually meet you last week. You’re real 
authentic looking. All that acne. It’s just
fantastic. When you told me you hope to 
record a single in a few months I wds so 
thrilled. And you’re going to pay for it. No 
wonder there’s only going to be 500 copies.
It’s going to be really interesting to see if 
you sound as exciting on record as you do on 
stage. Capturing that bouncy feel might be 
difficult. You should use really simple 
equipment ’cause you told me that Sgt Pep­
pers was recorded on 4 track machine and 
all this junk today uses 32 and 107 million 
track machines. Remember when Phil 
Spector said BACK TO MONO? He really 
knew didn’t he?
I really dig what you say about hating 
what’s on the radio today and hating all 
these ridiculous punk bands who can only 
play two chords. It’s great you’ve not 
forgotten that the easybeats were amongst 
the greatest sixties bands. Do you guys 
think that you’ll still be popular after this 
trendy, fashionable gee I wish I’d liked them 
then but I didn’t craze has passed? This 
whole sixties revival in recent years has 
spawned lots of bands like Loaded Dice, 
Young Modern and the CLONES. I wopder 
what happens when a new fashion is 
discovered. Don’t worry I know you guys 
didn’t just hop on a bandwagon.
I didn’t realise you’d been touring around
New South Wales and up to Queensland. 
Don’t go for too long in future PLEASE.
When I asked about seventies bands who 
were influenced by sixties pop I was sur­
prised you hand’t heard of them. I thought 
you’d see the Raspberries, Big Star, Dwight 
Twilley and the. Flamin’ Groovies as big in­
fluences but then I guess not. You must 
work on this original stuff you know. All the 
really good bands just take the sixties pop 
style and write songs from their own ex­
periences. Then those dimbos will stop 
calling you cheats and copy’s. You know 
what they say about Flowers? ‘‘They’re 
just a punk jukebox” — don’t let this happen 
to you PLEASE.
I’m just listening to the Beatles sing 
‘Twist and Shout’. I think they ripped you 
guys off. It’s a note for note copy of your 
song. "You should sue. Just because they’re 
famous they shouldn’t be able to get away 
with it. Anyway, better go. I can’t wait to 
see you again. You’re just my favouritist 
group. The Clones are fab. Do you want to 
know a secret? I’ve got your photo on my 
bedroom wall.
All the best and keep playing PLEASE.
-STU A R T COUPE 
( remember me. I was the one with the blon­
de hair you met last week)
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Gold Velvet, white wood colonial 
chairs cluster at neat round tables 
in remembered intimacy. Upstairs 
on the balcony there are big green 
velvet U-seats. A huge dance floor, 
-a bar at the back, and long pale cur­
tains on the walls. It looks like a 
convention hotel's dinner-dance 
room.
This is Auckland's newest rock nightspot, 
Mainstreet Cabaret, on Queen St. The 
cabaret is run by a company of five, ob­
viously with an eye to the main chance. 
They are a musical director, general 
manager, public relations man (his private 
PR company is called Wow and Flutter), 
and a husband and wife who are respec­
tively managing director and licensee.
Managing director Tony Lipanovic, clad 
in an all denim outfit and tailored beard, 
spoke to me during a Saturday afternoon 
sound check, "There's nothing like this in
Sydney", he said. "Where can you have a 
concert and buy your booze there?" His , 
policy is to feature all local talent in the up­
stairs cabaret. The line-up over the last 
month has been Citizen Band (which
Auckland's giveaway rock paper Rip It Up 
rated as the city's top band) two other top 
local bands, Ph'dudes and Cockroach, and 
NZ muso Alistair Riddell. Hopefully ap­
pearing soon are Cold Chisel, who supported 
the Rod Stewart concert tour over here, and 
Mi-Sex, an expatriate Kiwi rock group 
currently playing in Sydney.
The company bought an old style 
ballroom dancing hall and after eight days 
of renovations, installing light and sound 
systems and two bars, opened it as the 
Cabaret. The company employs their own 
sound and lighting men and has invested in 
sound equipment which Lipanovic says is as 
good as the touring gear used by the feature 
bands.
But Lipanovic's pride and joy is the licen­
ce, the only one of its kind in the country. 
Mainstreet is licenced every day except 
good Friday, from 6 pm to 3 am.
The ballroom dancing days have left one 
disadvantage — the square walls and cor­
ners, multi-level ceiling and three-sided 
balcony throw out all sorts of echoes, and a 
shrouding of parachutes hanging from the 
ceiling is a vain attempt to disperse them.
Totally irrelevant to the music, but an in­
tegral part of the Cabaret's visual tone, 
were the wine waitresses. Their outfits 
reeked of bunnydom — shoestring straps on
scant black backless dresses that end just 
under their buttocks, plus black stockings 
with a red garter on one leg.
Another reminder of the ballroom dancing 
days is the huge (by pub standards) dance 
floor, which can hold a couple of hundred 
people. But Lipanovic admits there have to 
be some improvements made to the stage. It 
has to be raised from its present two feet 
above the dance floor, and enlarged. It is an 
almost proscenium arrangement, with sides 
and a scalloped metal awning reminiscent 
of French roadside cafes.
Apart from these drawbacks, Mainstreet 
has one major advantage. It is big, licenced 
for 878 and capable of taking 900 without a 
squeeze. Lipanovic sees the Cabaret in the 
role of an indoor concert venue, as well as 
another live music spot. The second part of 
the complex has just opened an exclusive 
seven-day-a-week club for 200 people with a 
resident band from Sydney called Bonnie 
and Clyde's Government, boasting a female 
lead guitarist.
Lipanovic says they've had 10,000 through 
the doors of the Cabaret in 10 weeks. 
"They're coming now because it is what it is 
— it's got the space, quality music and it's 
licenced til 3 am". Disregarding the 
acoustics and the bunnies, what more could 
any rocker want? _  JENNY RANKINE
/
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Shattering
Words
It's easy to dismiss the language 
of punk and new wave as rubbish, 
but I think its value is often under­
estimated. Take, for instance, the 
first two lines of Blondie's "Heart 
of Glass":
“ Once had love thought it was a gas 
Soon found out had a heart of 
glass”
On the surface, here we have a collection 
of badly rhyming, grammatically inept and 
logically unrelated phrases and misused 
words. "Love", for example, is usually used 
, as a verb, e.g. " I love, you love", or a noun, 
"Could this be love?", "Love was in the 
air". In either context it is something 0::r 
does which is never something one 
possesses. Gases, on the other hand, are by 
their very nature uncontainable. One cannot 
possess them, unless by containing them in 
some suitable receptacle; an exercise of 
questionable value. Yet not only does the 
singer speak of possessing both love and 
gas, but moreover s/he confuses one for the 
other.
More confusing yet is the corollary that 
this unpossessable possession, totally 
lacking in cohensive substance, does in fact 
itself possess a coporeal organ, the heart. 
And no ordinary heart at that; for this one is 
made of glass. Perhaps this glass heart, we 
conjecture in our search for coherent 
meaning, is the container for the gaseous 
human emotion? The possessor of the 
unpossessable?
But such permutations of surface 
meaning are pointless. For in fact the truth 
lies in the deeper metaphorical symbolist 
superstructure of the lyric. "Once had 
love", for instance, is a vitally ironic phrase 
which at one both satirises and accepts the 
essential possessiveness of modern love as 
well as adumbrating its elusiveness 
predicted in the phrase "thought it was a 
gas". This prediction itself then 
foreshadows the next jump in meaning.
The astute student will notice that "gas" 
has two meanings; the immediate 
understanding of that elusive insubstantial 
state of free molecular association of high 
kinetic energy, and the colloquial American 
expression for petrol, i.e. that which fuels, 
or provides energy. So we understand that 
love, while elusive, short-lived and 
unpossessable, is simultaneously a fuel. A 
fuel for what? Why, the heart, of course.
But what type of heart does modern love 
energise? A heart of glass? Glass is a potent 
symbol of the alienation of the individual 
from society and nature in today's 
technological world. Urban dwellers only 
observe the world through a window, 
isolated in their lonely homes and joined in a 
common bond of commercial humanity only 
through the glass screens of their TVs. And 
academics or scientists, the vanguard ot 
this social progression, study life in books 
and laboratories which do not even possess 
windows.
So with the possessive yet unpossessable 
modern lover. The experience is 
inexperiencable; the lover can only live love 
for that brief moment, as it it were only 
glimpsed through a window, like an 
ornamental bottle of scent, emptied all too 
soon; the consumer's mandate and the 
uranium economy; all that remains are 
impressions under glass.
"Thought it was the real thing but it didn't 
last".
In this third line of the song, the 
symbolism becomes absolute. The 
enervation of love in today's society finds its 
concret comparison in the double entendre, 
"the real thing"; the logo for that 
multinational junk-food company. Coca- 
cola; when they've consumed the world, 
they'll feed us cardboard; the colossus of 
planned obsolescence! These financial 
megaliths that are reducing the world to its 
bones and humanity to its disparate self; the 
cells of man are the apartment blocks of 
New York; the glass towers where citizens 
love and die alone; and where the money 
machine gradually consumes itself, "...but 
it didn't last".
So the profound social and, in fact, 
universal implications in just the first three 
lines of this cogent punk lyric become 
apparent. An incisive comment on the 
human condition which is mud in the eye of 
those who slam Blondie for being an 
assortment of New York illiterates whose 
brains are so solid with heroin it's like an 
ice-age in there, and whose understanding 
of harmony came from kicking trash cans 
around back alleys of Brooklyn. For such 
cretins, "Heart Of Glass" has another 
message. Because one of glass's most useful 
qualities is its transparence. We. can see 
through it. And Blondie can see through the 
entire system they are deriding. Thus the 
final " It didn't last" takes on a more 
awesome meaning for peace-loving 
humankind.
Now let's take Ian Dury's hit single, "Hit 
Me With Your Rhythm Stick"...
— RfCHARDLAWRANCE
-.The p rom olo rs  of. the t a lk i n g  Heads tour^ 
rea l ly  don 't  care about us Roadrunners you 
know. Sure, they deserve a pat on the back 
tor investing a l i t t le  of the ir  m i l l io ns ' in  the 
tour but, gee.yyi?.^, here we were pleading 
for a phone in te rv ie w  prior, to deadline so 
that we cou ld -g ive  you al l the latest in in 
. fo rm at ion  on. the kids, W hat 'd  we get?' 
'.'Sort^y, can 't  do’ it in time.'.' Undeterred, 
your in t re p id ' repo r te r 's  have com piled a. 
piece culled f rom  var ious .-obscure in-' 
terv iews e tc . ’ so you 've .got someth ing to 
read.
Ta lk ing  Heads evolved f rom  a number of 
A m er ican  bands like The Beans, Bizadi and. 
The A rt is t ics .  D ru m m e r  Chris  F ran tz :w as .  
w ith  The Beans who had evolved f rom  The 
Hustlers and did nothing spectacular. David 
Byrne was in a fo lky  duo called Bizadi 
where he played • ukele and vio l in . T h e y , 
broke up too and Byrne and Frantz formed a 
band at the Rhode Island School of DesignT 
These were The A rt is t ics .  They broke up too 
and Ta lk ing  Heads M a rk  1 came in to beings 
when T ina W eynibuth joined Byrne and.. 
Frantz, .This line up played between 
January  '75 and Janua ry  ' l l  when Jenny 
Harr ison (ex Modern Lover and Elt io t  M u r  
()hy Band) joined on keyboards. T h a t 's  the 
w ay  they are to d ay . _
- In David Byrne 's  Laundry  H ints In New 
York Rocker's  second issue in M arch  '76, 
Byrne... . .  .HOLD IT. SORRY. AP O LO G IE S  
TO THE PROMOTERS. T H E Y  C AM E 
THRO UG H W ITH  THE IN T E R V IE W  ON 
D E A D L IN E  DAY, M ind  you, it sounded like 
they d idn ' t  fe lt  Ta lk ing  Heads about it but^ 
in trep id  reporters , Stuarts Coupe and M a t  
chett got to ta lk  to d ru m m e r  Chris Frantz in 
New York ,  15 m inutes each, so Roadrunner '  
gets ha lf an hour. (M atche tt 's  excuse was 
2JJ and Cdupe m um bled someth ing about 
;The Sun-Hera ld .)
. Chris  F ran tz 'doesn 't .seem  to like doing 
phone in te rv iews w i th  A us tra l ia  at 2.30 in 
the morn ing in New York , He'd probab ly  
have been happier it he was fo rewarned but; 
he 'd just got back f rom  B r ian  (Eno)'.s place 
when the phone started r ing ing  and people 
started asking h im  probing quc'-t iorv ,ihont
. a r t  and li fe. We gained the impression tha'
 ̂ the f i rs t  two interviews^ were the lasranc: 
'.that the F ran tz 'W e ym ou th  phone m ig h t  l)> 
■oft the hook when the Melbourne cal ls-tr iec; 
getting through. The p rom oters  had. ob/ 
viou.sly handed out their  home num ber and- 
not told them. - ■ . ' . ' ■ ‘ '
Le t 's  go back to 1975 when The A r t is t ic s '  
became the Ta lk ing  Heads. Where 'd  you get 
the name from ? "W e got the name troiT'i TV'- 
te rm ino logy  wh ich is, ya know, video 
.: cam eram en have the ir own sort of ja rgon: 
which they use — the ir own s lang 'and  for 
: them ta lk ing  heads means the most boring 
fo rm a t  of te levis ion p ro g ra m m ing ,  i.e., i t  
W alte r  C ronk ite  is on the network news or 
whoever , your n e tw o rk ,. newsman is " i n  
A us tra l ia ,  you know, you see'h is head and 
. shoulders and he gives you the '. in tormation 
-and tha t 's  it.-':.,. ’ - , ,
■ "W e thought that that, was appl icab le to., 
our act beGause a t le a s t  in the ear ly  days w'e 
w e re . fa i r ly  stat ic onstage. We d idn 't  ju m p :  
around a lot like The Who d id  or The Rolling: 
Stones o r.whatever.  We sort of stood in ono' 
place and we vvore black and wh ite  clotht."- 
and w.e were fa i r ly  boring to w a tch . .  We': 
f igured that the m usic 'was m ore 'tm po r ta h t  . 
than the-image, at least at that timce ranci 
then funn i ly  enough the b lack and wh ite  
image became v e ry  popu lar among otheiv 
■new wave groups." '
C h r is d e s c r ib e d  The A rt is t ic s  asta proto- 
- typ ica l punk band. " W e  used to be in to ' 
leather but now w e 're  n iore into cotton, ■'.. 
The band did covers of songs by Sm oke / 
Robinson and The M irac les , Paul Rever-^ 
and The Raiders, The Velvets, etc( T hey  
were a p re t ty  eccentr ic  band who played 
m a in ly  parties. Whereas the Ta lk ing  Heads-- 
are ar t istic, The A rt is t ic s  were fun. •.
11 i.s true tha t  T ina W eymouth 's  f i rs t  'gig 
was as a be l lr inger  in M rs  Tufts  English ' 
Handbell Ringing Group. Chris  - can '* '  
rem em ber exac t ly  which bells she rang buF ’ 
she played in d i t te ren t  cit ies, i.e., she was a . 
touring be l lr inger .  . _
Besides the people whose n ia te r ia l  Ttv 
A r* is t i rs  rovo rod , Chri^ rw  k ons his n.m i ,
■: n.tiuences.vyere the Beatles, James Brown, 
-Vilson P ickett  and  Fats Domino. T he f irs t '  
ta lk in g  Heads lineup used to cover songs.-' 
iko " 1 2  3 Red L ig h t" , : "9 6  T e a r s " , " L o v e  Is 
- All A rou nd "  a n d "  I Can't Control M yse lf '  
ney ve since dropped them f rom  the reper 
iGire because everyone, else has started 
r; '.uving old classics. He points out that the 
1 '••^tds w e re  the - f irst, to. do it but ..when it 
Ha-, ame a fad they stopped. They t ry  and be .
■ a-)t:' fad whenever possible: Come to th ink of .
U' being anti tad is becoming a fad these.' 
day's too.: V. , :  , ■ i ; i,';
111 the ea r ly  Heads days they 'used,to sup .' 
,p-li t -T h e  Ramones, Televis ion, Ms Smith 
a-ui: .other bands quite d i f fe ren t  to them.:: 
Hov. did - the Ramones audience take to 
1 - lik ing Heads? ■'"Actually, the people (who : 
. ime to hear The Ramones were happy to ' 
’ 'ear us too. The same w ith  Televis ion. The. 
people w h o w o u ld  come to hear Televis ion 
T: The Ram'enes or us were all people who 
: /e.-re looking for something that was out of 
the mainstream - ot A m er ican  pop music. ' 
t hey.didn't rea l ly  care It it was like a heavy.' 
metal sound or a psychedelic -sound d r  i t :
■ there was a rh y th m  and blues sound. They 
l-didn't give a damn, about that. They just ■ 
p.vanted to hear someth ing we ird , you knowv , 
(ind that was what vze p layed ."  '
■ :7 \s  any n ing 'nong ' knows,: End. produced 
: the. second T a lk ing  Heads a lbum  and even 
.played a-,bit on it.. We vyonders how they 
.came into, contact , w ith Brian and why he. - 
produced the second record...a fa i r ly  deep 
question at what must have been 2.37 in New 
Y c r k ' . " W e  met -him in London and we 
developed a f r iendsh ip w ith  h im  and it was. 
iik-e obvious vvhen w e  f i rs t  met h im. It w a s .  
one ot-those things. We just knew he vvas 
operating on the same wavelength as we . 
were, it not more SO, and it just seemed like . 
a na tura l thing to wor-k w i th  him which is- 
w h a t  we ended up doing, I don't  know when . 
our th ird  record w i l l  be out in A us tra l ia  but 
it 's also produced w i th  E no . and w e 're :  
work ing  on it  now — r igh t  this m inu te ' ' .  .
. A pparen t ly  they'd  been down to Eno's 
psi.-* ', 'l istening, to the rough '-m ixes End's
again p lay ing  on it and although Chr IS SclyS 
he's usual ly  modest. He considers they have 
taken some fo rw a rd  steps and it's, a betioi- 
a lbum  than .More .Song.s.' ,
OK, . . th is  is the big boo boo: Mi.surv 
■ derstandinq t ime, Chris is asked' to com , 
ment on Lpeople's v iew that Eno otterr. 
dominates the a r t is ts  he produces, Peop-le: 
have said that there'^s s im i la r i t ie s  between 
Devo's Eno produced a lbum  and THis and 
that he tends-to a l te r  bands' sounds a l i tt le . 
We w a sn 't  . . t ry ing , to cotripare , the • two. 
but';'.,.' 'Oh, ■ c 'm on man. Get serious. We 
-don't sound nothing: like Devo. Give me a 
break please. A ll the way f rom  Austra l ia  to- 
tell me wesound like Devo."
But M r  Frantz, you must agree that he 
- 'a ltered; ..thee sound ot both you and 
Devo????'? "W elt,  I don f th ink he changed 
, onr sound. When vzas the last t im e you heard 
us play ?: Y o u : know ■ vyhat I 'm saying, my 
fr iend?:! don 't  th ink  he changed qur sound,
- He may.be::(^n/unK.■(;(/,Ol.)r sound a l i t t le  bit out 
-1 don't  th ink  he ic l iunprd  it,. The T a (king;. 
: Heads are a unique group. We are not Devo. 
We are not Blondie. We are not Lou ReecL 
. We are not the Velvet Underground. We are 
not David Bowie. We're s im p ly  the Telk inq 
Fleads and we have a sound of Our own. 
y/hich Brian Eno has helped Us, to enhaii 
ce ...I ^wouldn 't say that there is a l l  that 
much s im i la r i ty  between'-: u's and other, 
groups. Certa in ly , .we don't sound like Roxy 
-Music do we?....a l though the new David 
Bowie 'a lbum does sound a l i t t le  bit like us.'/
Would it be true that Talk ing Heads 
enhanced Bowie 's sound or did they actually  
a l te r  it? Is David Bowie rcvil ly Brian, Eno"^ 
Who are Devo anyway ?
Tina W eymouth once rem arked  that the 
reason Eno -arid Devo....poops, .sorry 
Ta lk ing  Heads, got on so well  was that the\F 
were  exper im ent ing  w i t h  ro c k 'n ' ro l l .  We 
wonders how, because they 're  work ing 
w i th in  the t ra d i t io n a l  boundaries  of 
roc k 'n ' ro l l .  Chris  in fo rm s that they 're  very 
capable people, s m a r t  even, and have high 
IQ ’.s, They .know al l the ingredirmts of hi* 
“-enqs so .Ihi^y trv and ,do ttu i)f)pnsi te . ,
,Th«i'y're,capable of ^writ ing 'hooks' and 'cat 
th phrases' so they don't . Something dit 
ferent. A non predictab le pop torm uta which, 
includes as many twists as possible in three 
m inuics .—■ ' ot course Eno ' is  a .great help 
here." , i . i ■ .
■ What about A m e r ic a n , pbli t ics and Ihe 
stdic o.t the great U S. of A . - "W e 're  reatly 
too preoccupiedAvifh the new a lb u m lq  com ­
ment on the po l i t ica l situation but I 'm  rea lly  , 
happy that B i l ly  C a rte r -ha s , f in a l ly  kicked, 
i t , "  says Chris. 11 e; exp la ins, that h i s f a t ti e r ' s,, 
a general, that J e r ry 's  in advert is ing and ' 
that as well  as growing, up in . Washington 
D.C,, David 's dad is an a d m ira l  in the Navy "
■ "you. could say w e 're  the offspring ot a
m il i ta ry  com p le x ."  :. .• - . _
Rumours have abounded. thaf.tAI ..Green 
was exc i te d ' about the  .. Heads -.covering- : . 
■-•7 <tl;-[ nu'  to l l u ‘ R;\ e r ' '  and wanted to hear 
thei.r records so he coutd cover one of their  
songs..Well Chris t,.whaldoya-reckon'd be a 
gonct one for Al to. wrap his,chords around?' 
'1 .guess that song. Happy-Day, t rom  our f i r  
st a l )u m  would be a good one, but I ' re a l ly  
fhmk he'was. jus t  t ry ing - to  be nice when he 
said that. I rea l ly  doubt that he's going to dor 
one of our Songs although if he did we; would 
be nappy.. I think he was just trying- to be . 
d ip iomatic when he said that.
t.Hovv'd they come, to se.tecf "T ube  .\J('''.to 
cOve.''.?-"Well, we had done.a number of Al 
Green Songs over the years a'nd we decided 
thai that one would be a good one to tell our 
audiences in New York tha t we weren't- 
strli. tly,- shall we say, in te llectual, like a 
hard nosed Nev>/ York  art  band and tha t  we- 
were capable, at least inferesfed in, rhy thm  
ana blues. We fry  to see the wor ld  of music 
as ometh ing bigger than just vvhat goes on 
in Lower M anhattan People were surprised 
wh’ P we did. an. Al Green song. They 
thought :■ 'How we ird  that t h i s . k inky  art  
band of intellectuals, are doing an R and B 
sc.-'o' but happ ily  it w e n t  top 40 here in 
A t^^erica.:" .
CK, it 's t im e for the parochia l question. 
Have you heard any. of our bands and what 
■d;, ' ou think of them^ The Heads tnet.-The:
Saints in London as;the kids from  Brisbane 
played the ir  f i rs t  big O-'S show as supp'ort 
for Talk ing Heads who were.support ing The 
Ramones. He's heard of the BeeGees and' 
...AC. DC - " a r e  they from  the re?"  He's seen 
O liv ia  Newton John and considers she's ,a 
real nice person w ith  a real good voice and 
anyone who, puts'her. down is just jealous 
: GK the game's up, I a d m it  I 'm  jealous. He 
laughs.; .j ;. s . ;
All  this stuff about them being bigger in 
Europe than Am er ica  is no iongerdrue. It 
Iwas at f irs t,  but.getting.a big hit single has 
increased the ir home following. New York 
isdefin ifeiy  ft ie ir  home base although they 
haven't  played live there since New Year's  
. Eve\ That's vvhere. the ir  real .hard core fans- 
are', c;. ■  ̂ 1; '
. Chris  expla ins that the way they work  is 
, that David writes.all.  the ly r ics  and then the . 
whole group sits down to work out the music 
and arrangements. The new album doesn l 
have any ..cover .versions although there's, 
loads they'd tike-fo do including " m e  Dusty i 
Springfie ld songs; They .f igure that, they 
might, as:.w-l!l record’ .their o w n , songs ;as 
cover others. They.'re. interested . in nevv ' 
sounds and not in recreat ing past hits. " In  
fa;ct we 're  m ix ing  the new a lbum now and'
; we^ve got about six mixes done and they atl: 
sound fabulous in- the true. s " s e  of the 
w o rd . "
In a recent in terv iew, David Byrne said 
that although they felt an a f f in i ty  vvith other - 
new vvave' bands,- the d.he; thing tha t Set 
Talk ing Heads a p a r t  f rom  the rest was that 
they tike disco. How do they relate to disco? 
"S o m e  ot the disco music is about the  best 
pop -m us ic  that's  going down r igh t  now. 
Take, for example, the Bee Gees who are 
the p r im a ry  example of gOod disco. There's 
also people like the Bombers and, of course, 
there's KC and the Sunshine Band, and you 
can't  forget The Funkadelics or Bgofsy and ■ 
al l those people. Some of these people are 
the most avant garde pop musicians 
around. They 're  b lack and they 're  playing 
dance music but as fa r  as I 'm  concerned
ttKw're m urt i  further out than someone like
Warren Zevon of Jackson Browne or even 
Bob Dylan. Those people have settted into a 
kind of musical rut. ■
' " W e ' r e  not opposed to disco, music. 
N a tu ra l ly ,  a lot of it: is fo rm ula ted and it 's  
just churned out tike the Eagles records.are. 
Do you know what I 'm  saying? We t ry  not to . 
see things just in biack and white.. You know 
'wha t I ', saying I "  ; .. .
Get the message Scribe has j’u s l  raced to 
; record collection and put on "Spi r i ts havp .■ 
/-Imv;!''. Diggin'. the vibes and getting into 
the avant garde. Who said .Roadrunne'r 
w r i te rs  weren 't .h ip  to what 's  going dov^/n in 
thes free t?  .
. Speaking of new' soundsl The Residents 
are raised in Conversation. Now.this is kinda 
what, I th ink Is  faaaar ou t . Not quite in. the 
real m of the- Bee Gees'exploratory ideas but 
what.does ChriS’ think of the cult band of the 
- decade: ~ , wel I t a lk in g  Heads are great, ino, " 
no.The Residents s tup id . "W el l ,  I can 't  say I. 
listen to the ir  records. We're all for people 
like The Residents but I 'm  not a re a f ta n  of 
their  records. I rea lly  like the idea of a band 
having.a w i ld  musical iden t i ty ." .
Turns ouf. they 're  all great fans of Tile 
Ramones and have been since they f i rs tsaw '-  
-them play four dr f ive years ago. Chris also 
likes the B 52s.(vyho received rave up review-^ 
in the last RR -  who said we w e ren 'f  hip for 
the second t im e ) . Apparent ly  the B 52s have 
just f in ished an a lbum which includes a re 
recorded version of their, single Rock I.oh 
.s/hr,-'.)J Gir/.s. (The B 52s are a New York 
band who have sm art  rhy thm  changes and 
m ix  pop and su r f in '  toons and influences.) 
Accord ing to Chris it used to be cool to put 
every other band down but the atmosphere 
in New- Y o rk  is now much more sup­
port ive.. .b rother.
The hot Chris  Frantz t ip for fu ture  success 
is the Urban Verbs who are from  
Washington D.C. and just about to sign a 
contract w ith  Warners:' They 've done some 
demos w ith  Etio but he won't  be producing 
the ir  a lbum. They're  more conservative in 
outlook than the Talk ing Heads Yeah;
T h e fn a jo r i t y  of New YOrk bands are stilT 
very de r iva t ive  Of either The Ramones, ThO 
Clash or the Pistols. ( Just thought you 'd  like ..: 
to kno w .) ■
Pheew. What sort-of stage Sliow w i l l  the 
Heads be g iv ing in Austra l ia? '-'W.e-'ll t ry  out I  
some of our new Songs. I don't fh ink we'l t  do., 
too m any because na tu ra l ly  you'JI vvaht- to ■
- hear the  songs you've heard on record. But 
. we w i l l  t ry -som e; new songs you haven'^ 
heard, just most ly  for pur benefit because 
we- enjoy p lay ing the. new things but 
p r im a r i l y  you 'l l  hear bits and pieces off both - 
ou ra ibum s,- ,  , . . --
" I  should prepare you. Our stage shov. “ 
doesn't involve a lot of smog, machines or 
fancy light ing or anyth ing like that. It 's very;., 
bare bones? It's very  m in im a l .  We don't 
wear costumes or anything like that. We 
just come on as we are and they turn on the- 
lights and  we play and that's about what the 
show consists o f . It 's not a Led Zeppelin kind, 
of show or a Fore igner kind of show. It's 
. p re tty  .skeiefa'I."
But, but, but do you have some extras to 
make, it in teresting...don't you? ('Sure we '. 
have a good PA system, and we spent a lot ot ‘ 
money on it . We don't  spend very  much, on,
Iights.or tog inachines or m i r ro r  ba l ls ."
Chris  does some station ID 's ;  THIS IS ■ 
CHRIS FR A N TZ FROM T A L K IN G  HEADS 
AND W HEN I 'M  IN S Y D N E Y  I L ISTEN TO ' 
2JJ THIS IS CHRIS FRANZ, THE DR UM  
M E R  FROM T A L K IN G  HEADS A ND - I 
T H IN K  2JJ IS JUST FABULOUS:
Should have got him to do H E LLO TH ISIS 
CHRIS FR A N TZ A N D  W H E N  I W ANT TO ' 
KNOW W HAT'S H A P P E N IN G  1 ALW AYS 
R E A D  RO ADR UNN ER.
So much for more stories about..;.
- f rom  the pens of STUART COUPE and 
STUiBiRT MATCHETT ' *
PS: We are unique. We have a sty le  of our • 
own. We are not Nick Kent. We are not Dave . 
Marsh. We are not Anthony O 'Grady. We 
• are not Charles Shaar M u r r a y , Typew r ite rs  
only enhance our c rea t iv i ty .  They do not 
a lter it. We arc or ig ir ia l .  Don't r ing us from  
Adela id(‘ to say 'nn w r i te  like Tony Parsons.
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ADELAIDE'S SECOND­
HAND RECORD STORE. 
We buy your unwanted 
records and tapes. See us 
now for the best price 
in town.
Upstairs,
Cnr. Frome dnd Rundle Sts.,
City.
SURVIVE THE DEPRESSION -  SHOP SECONDHAND!
I
THE D-l-Y BADGE SERVICE
Draw/Paint/print/ 
Photocopy/cut out your 
own circles of 
paper, NOT card, 
diameter 7.2 cm 
and send for 
pressing into your 
own unique personalised 
badge. Diameter 5.8 cm 
$1.00 plus 20 cents post.
ANDREW DAVEY
P.O.BOX 264, CLARENCE GARDENS, S.A. 5038
M L S I T I ^ C N i e S
ENTERTAINMENT SUPPLIES
LIGHTS FROM $1 PER NIGHT
ALSO DISCO SYSTEMS, MUSICOLOURS, MIRROR BALLS 
DIMMERS, BUBBLE MACHINES, FOG MACHINES  
STEREO SYSTEMS, FLOOD LIGHTS and ELEC. ACCESSORIES
P H :
2123685
2 0 1
WAYMOUTH 
STREET OF MUSIC 
ADELAIDE
A/H
2936126
LONG TERM HIRE AVAILABLE
REDGUM; Putting Music Back Into Politics
So the sum total of punk and its 
new wave child turns out to be 
bugger all but a lot of street kids 
wheeling musical bike chains 
above their heads, not really giving 
a stuff who gets hit but hoping that 
when someone does, it will demon­
strate just how Pissed Off With 
Things they are.
Just like the kids who ieft the Woodstock 
festival 10 years ago and began building 
rural communes, punks have: a) had zero 
impact on the course of the world, and b) 
shown that much of their failure to produce 
lasting change lies in the fact that they 
reaily had no idea who they were fighting.
That's if you look at it cynicaily. If you 
look at it positively — and realistically — 
you can't say that the sudden appearance of 
angry garage bands on the streets of London 
two years ago achieved absolutely nothing. 
Just as the mid-60s flower people spawned 
the movement that stopped the Vietnam 
war (the first setback for the American Pen­
tagon's plan to plunder the entire globe for 
fun and profit), the brief but powerfui punk 
era seems to have gone some way towards 
changing the power structure in the music 
industry and the tastes of music consumers 
themseives.
For a start, punk/new wave was the 
vehicle that launched a new generation of 
entrepreneurs who formed backyard record 
labeis and, for the first time, stole some of 
the Top Forty mega-sales from the 
established recording corporations.
Secondly and perhaps more importantly, 
punk/new wave has shown that audiences 
are more than willing to sit down and listen 
— or stand up and pogo — to songs with 
poiitical themes. In Britain, for instance, 
punk became one of the arms of resistance 
against the fascist Nationai Front.
In Australia, despite the fattiings of 
several ignorant but infiuential music 
critics, the same things have been hap­
pening — although a lot more slowly. New 
independent record labeis are appearing, 
audience attitudes are changing. And the 
process has been helped along, coin­
cidentally, by the rise of independent radio 
stations, who have been more than wiiiing to 
give Australia's "new" music an airing.
Aii of which may seem a iong-winded and 
irrelevant way to introduce a four-piece, 
semi-folk, semi-rock band calied Redgum, 
who have cut an album called " If  You Don't 
Fight You Lose" and, like most other in­
dependently-recorded bands in Australia, 
can't get it played on commercial radio or 
the rock teev.
But what sets Redgum apart is, firstly, 
that the band concentrates wholly on 
politics and secondly, that despite the 
assumed resistance of audiences to 
"serious" non-love songs, they are on the 
verge of large-scale acceptance and maybe 
even Commercial Success.
Which, in Australia at least, is a 
precedent.
Redgum (John Schumann, guitar and 
vocals; Verity Truman, flute, tin whistle, 
vocals; Chris Timms, violin, vocals; 
Michael Atkinson, guitar, mandolin, vocals) 
formed in Adelaide about four years ago and 
forged a small reputation playing cam­
puses. The band's following didn't start to 
multiply until they put together a tape of 
original material for the ABC's "Broad­
band" current affairs show in Melbourne. 
The tape found its way to alternative station 
3CR, who then invited Redgum over to play 
a series of gigs in Melbourne, out of which 
the band picked up a sizeable Victorian 
following. Consolidating this success, 
Redgum recorded " If You Don't Fight You 
Lose" in Adelaide, and had it released by 
Sydney-based Larrikan Records in March 
this year.
Given the album's limited distribution 
and only a trickle of airplay on the alter­
native stations, it has created what must be 
rated as some kind of first prize among un­
derground releases, the first pressing of 
1000 copies sold out two weeks after release, 
the second pressing of the same amount is 
almost gone and cassettes are moving just 
as fast.
Not that Redgum ever planned it that 
way. They originally formed with a definite 
political intent and found themselves 
playing to "committed people on the Left".
"One of the things we wanted to do was 
just to inject a little bit of humour and self- 
awareness into that group", says Chris Tim ­
ms. "In my experience of working with 
some particular kinds of political groups, 
there is a lack of humour and a lack of self- 
awareness in the whole group and that's 
essentially what we were doing then. And it 
was something that everybody could relate 
to".
But, as they express it, they weren't in­
terested in becoming a "house band" for the 
Left, found they were getting a great kick 
out of entertaining, and began accepting 
gigs in front of all types of audiences. With 
the release of the album, they find they are 
in regular demand in Melbourne and 
Adelaide — and now Sydney, with bookings 
for a week's residency at The Governor's 
Pleasure in The Rocks, and a live-to-air 2JJ 
concert in August.
To explain their success — the growing 
loyalty of audiences and record buyers — is 
another thing but perhaps the most obvious 
factor is that their songs contain some of the 
funniest and most politically cutting lyrics 
ever committed to vinyl, backed by catchy, 
inventive arrangements.
I am a wealthy barrister,
’Bout a hundred bucks a word,
I've got a plum stuck in my mouth.
I'm really such a. really such a turd...
... (CHOR US)I love to read the Bulletin 
and watch the ABC,
I love to air my well informed
Opinions constantly,
All my friends are professionals 
From polite society.
So come and sing the middle-class-liberal-
I ’ve-got-a-house-in-Beaumont
Rag with m e”.
So goes "Beaumont Rag", a nifty little 
piece of shitslinging at Australia's vulgar 
rich (Beaumont is to Adelaide what South 
Yarra is to Melbourne, Rose Bay is to Syd­
ney etc) and one of the enduring crowd- 
pleasers of Redgum's repertoire.
The songs on " If  You Don't Fight You 
Lose" are a mixture of slow and fast, folky 
and rocky, melancholic, moralistic and 
straight-out funny — all reflecting on life in 
-Aus'tralia in a very real, communicative 
way.
At one end, there are songs like "Servin' 
USA", a Beach Boys sendup depicting 
America's colonisation of Austfalia; at the 
other, the story of"Peter The Cabby", a 
profile of the hassles of cab driving 
("Peter", in real life, was actually killed 
one rainy night on some slippery suburban 
road in Adelaide. The song is based on John 
Schumann's experience as a cab driver.)
"The thing that boggled us when we star­
ted", says Michael Atkinson, "was just how 
bloody easy it was to do.
"I mean, it really amazes me how people 
who I presume are moderately intelligent 
can sit arouryd Adelaide and write about 
California.
"When any band gets up and, in the most 
inane bloody song, makes a few local 
references ... I mean, look at Skyhooks. One 
of the big things about Skyhooks was that 
they were singing about Melbourne. People 
went bananas about that".
" I think the important thing", says Verity 
Truman, "is not just to throw in place 
names here and there, but to actually do it 
well and to really say something con­
structive".
"We might not have a mass audience", 
Chris chips in, "we might never have a 
mass audience — we may not even want one 
— but, if you like, as an example, that four 
people playing these things, writing their 
own songs, can do this ... well, why can't 
four people down the road in the next block 
do it! The point is they can".
Redgum see themselves as part of a new 
musical force in Australia — where bands 
and performers can sing about Australia, 
attract large audiences, and where The >- 
beginning and end of life is not an American 
lerve song.
Says Michael: "I think the fact that Dave 
Warner could make it commercially is 
really bloody promising and, at least when 
he started out ... I mean some of his songs 
were pretty dodgey, but he did it, he made 
it. And we know from the response that we 
get that people are really thirsty, really 
bloody thirsty tor that sort of material".
But will large audiences sit down and 
listen to bands like Redgum, who are not 
only analysing Life in Australia, but giving
out some pretty radical ideas on the coun­
try's problems and their sources?
"W e are very much politically  
motivated", Michael says, "but it's not a 
-thing 1 even feel the need to start blasting 
people about because the physical evidence 
is there in everyday life, and people can 
draw those conclusions for themselves.
"The difference between us and Dave 
Warner and a hell of a lot of other people is 
that we have a basic analysis..."
Which is lacking in most new wave 
music...?
"The anger's there (in new wave) but it 
comes out in convoluted ways. Like just get­
ting up and screaming 'God, we're angry', 
but that goes nowhere...
"We hope that the sort of material we do 
gets people thinking about things a bit 
beyond the way they normally think about 
them".
One of the band's biggest dilemmas, 
politics aside, is whether they should play 
^»rofessionally. At the moment, one of the 
band's strengths, as they see it, is that they 
only play one gig here and there. There's 
plenty of time for rehearsing and getting 
arrangements as near-perfect as they can 
be for a live-show situation. And in between 
gigs and rehearsals each member lives and 
works in the real world — the key, as they 
see it, to the originality of their songs. They 
fear that if they were on the road fulltime, 
they would be left with nothing to write 
about but beer halls and motel rooms.
They are also looking a little fearfully at 
the prospect of electrifying the band and 
creating the "corporation" needed to 
sustain such an outfit — trucks, road crew 
and maybe $10,000 worth of amplification.
"The thing is", says Michael, "that we've 
got a core audience, but what we want to do 
— as we've always wanted to do — is reach 
far more people. And the way that we're 
gonna have to do that is by diversifying the 
vehicle, the musical vehicle.
"Most of the things we've done have been 
written with bass and drums in mind 
because that's the way we think. Everything 
that we've done basically, with very little 
change, could have a bass player and drum­
mer slipped in underneath.
"And that would give us the ability to 
pump out rock'n'roll as well as what we do 
now".
The band still hasn't decided whether to 
take the plunge but have tentatively made 
contact with a drummer and are looking for 
a bass guitarist who can work with the sort 
of songs they're doing.
Whatever happens, they're approaching 
any transition with meticulous planning. 
They believe they have six months to make 
up their minds and if they decide to "go", 
they'll set up a tour and hit the road for the 
first half of next year.
In the meantime. Larrikin Records 
prepares for a third pressing of " If You 
Don't Fight You Lose" ...
— CLIVE DORMAN
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From  the m om ent they  
swaggered onto the stage cocky 
and arrogant/ to be greeted by 
three thousand fans, screaming, 
stomping and cheering, you knew it 
was going to be something special. 
While the musicians were plugging 
in and tuning up, the singer made a 
brief announcement In his thickest, 
bovver boy London accent:
"We'd like you to meet Kenny Jones, the 
drummer, and Rabbit our keyboard playuh. 
And we're the 'oo'
The screaming, stomping, and cheering 
reached a crescendo as The Who, in their 
frist public concert for three and a half 
years, blitzkreiged fheir way into a 
supremely aggressive and exhilarating ver­
sion of fheir classic, "Substifute". And from 
fhe first few bars, the doubts and fears of the 
past 48 hours vanished. Because it was ob­
vious that they really cared.
Whether they would care or not had 
worried me since I first heard about the con­
cert on Monday night. The announcement 
was a two by two ad in the Evening News, 
saying "The Who" were playing a concert at 
London's Rainbow Theatre the following 
Wednesday May 2nd. Tickefs; five pounds 
on sale tomorrow. My initial reaction was 
that of fhe fan of long standing: I simply had 
to go. I jumped in the car and raced off to 
the Rainbow (fortunately not too far away) 
to see if there was much of a queue for 
tickets. There was and there was no doubt 
about the next course of action: I'd have to 
sleep the night on the footpath to make sure 
of a ticket. And it was during the iong hours 
between midnight, when I took up my 
position, and 10 the next morning when the 
tickets went on sale, that the fears began. 
The problem was that I'd been a fan of "The 
Who" since the beginning. "M y  
Generation" picked me up and spun me 
round when I first heard it 14 years ago like 
no record had before and only one has since. 
The power, passion and exhilaration of that 
tune at that time was a new sensation. Over 
the years my respect and admiration of the 
band grew and apart from fhe brave, but 
ultimately silly "Tommy", I considered 
they put out the most consistently excellent 
work of any rock band. In short I had put 
them on a pedestal. And now I was going to 
see them for the first time on their home turf 
in London, and I was afraid they might let 
me down.
Actually it wasn't "The Who" that I was 
afraid would crumble before my eyes as 
what they represented. They are one of the 
last remaining living links with the 1960's, 
the decade that promised so much but in the 
long run delivered so little. During the past 
nine years other links have been discarded, 
simply because they were outmoded, or 
they've faded to a mere shadow of their for­
mer selves. An example is the replacement 
of the heady, naive, optimism and idealism, 
such a dominant feature of fhe 60's culture, 
by insular selfishness and cynicism. The 
most superficial example of this is the 
return of conservative, reactionary govern­
ments all over the world. The musical for­
ces of that era have also become redundant. 
The Rolling Stones have become 
caricatures of fhemselves. Rod Stewarf 
isn'f even fhat, John Lennon's become a 
recluse, Hendrix, Jim Morrison and others 
too numerous to mention are dead. Others, 
again too numerous to mention, have simply 
dropped out of fhe scene altogefher. Having 
made their brief confributions, fhey have 
nofhing leff and are spenf forces. So if fhe 
Who bomb ouf in fhis show that's another 
part of the era gone. It's not that I want to 
wallow in the past, but it would be nice if one 
band could continue making vital, creative, 
contemporary music, even though they've 
been around for 15 years. "The Who" have 
managed fo do it on record, and I'm praying 
they'll be able to do it on stage.
Maybe we don't have any right to place 
people on pedestals, and then when they fail 
fo reach our subjectively formed standards, 
rip them apart. But then it wasn't me, or 
anyone else, but "The Who" themselves 
who were responsible for their position on 
the pedestal. Mainly through the brilliance 
of Pete Townshend, "The Who" never tried 
to exist on their reputation alone, never 
degenerated into caricatures of themselves.
Filled with self doubt, anxiety, and un­
certainty Townshend has kept pushing for­
ward, trying to come to grips with the 
changing world and his position in it. 
Because Townshend was only a teenager 
when he began with "The Who" he was able 
to accurately document the frustration and 
anger that hit so many kids of the '60's. His 
classic, of course was "My Generation" a 
searing outpouring of contempt and anger 
for those who didn't approve of what young 
people were then doing. (A theme in­
cidentally revisited and enlarged on by the 
punks 12 years later). "My Generation" of 
course contained the immortal line: "Hope I 
die before I get old", a line and a thought
which Townshend spent the next eight years 
trying to come to grips with. Time and 
again in interviews and in his music, Town­
shend referred to growing old and how to ac­
cept it. The answer came in 1973 on the 
b r i l l i a n t  Who doubl e  a l b u m  
"Quadrophenia". Briefly it's the story of a 
Mod from the 1960's suffering from the 
nueroses, despair and frustration. He 
finally takes his life after seeing the leader 
of the Mod pack, "The Ace Face", grow old. 
But the key song on the album is "The Punk 
and the Godfather", in which the young 
punk spits disgust at a mentor who's grown 
"old". Only this time Townshend wasn't 
talking of fhe physical acf of growing old, 
but allowing yourself to grow old mentally. 
Townshend seemed to have reconciled him­
self to growing old, and now knew that it was 
a state of mind, not body. But that was six 
years ago. And now in 1979 queuing in the 
cold to see "The Who" I began to wonder 
whether Townshend and his friends would 
have in fact grown 'old' and not really care. 
Would they come on stage, go through the 
motions and walk off again virfualiy coun­
ting their money? After all why were they 
playing a virtually unannounced gig? Was 
it to advertise their two film projects due for 
release later this year? Was it to be a tryout 
for a world tour later this year? Or was it 
maybe that they simply needed money and 
were perhaps going to make a best selling 
live LP? After all look at the killing people 
like Frampton and the Bee Gees have made 
with double live albums over the past years. 
Then there was the worry that they might 
not sound quite the same without the late 
Keith Moon on drums. After it all it was 
Moon's crazed drumming, along with Town- 
shend's unique guitar playing that gave 
"The Who" their eclectic sound. But the 
fears and doubts would not put me off. I had 
to get a ticket and see for myself.
Wednesday night came, and you could feel 
the excitement as soon as you got within 200 
yards of the theatre. Even the fact of having 
to wait in a queue to be frisked by some very 
mean looking bouncers (some of whom 
surely will be reincarnated in later life as 
skunks) couldn't dampen the air of ex­
pectancy. Once inside the theatre we had to 
wait 40 minutes for the band to take the 
stage. And the tension mounted, and with it
so did the fears that the whole thing may be 
a dud after all. But as soon as the band h it 
the stage, the fears eased. You could just 
feel something big was about to happen. A 
conservative looking, bearded Townshend 
dressed in stacks, open neck sh irt and blazer 
led them on. He looked lean and fit, ready 
for acfion. Roger Daltrey had his hair cuf 
short, almost a mod style, and wore t-shirt, 
jeans and sneakers. Also looking incredibly 
f i t  w ith not a spare ounce of flesh showing 
anywhere, he looked every part the street 
punk he's supposed to have been so many 
years ago. John Entwistle, the bass player, 
looked out of place. For a sfarf he had 
longish hair (a most unfashionable ap­
proach to take in London at the moment), 
well tailored slacks, and a short jacket dot­
ted w ith silver thread. Kenny Jones, who 
played w ith Rod Stewart in the Faces when 
the latter (to use an Americanism) used to 
"k ic k  ass" instead of meekly wiggling it, 
wore the obligatory drummers ou tfit of t- 
sh irt and jeans. "R a b b it" , the marvellous 
texan key boardist, who's played w ith such 
memorable people as Kevin Ayers and 
Free, wore an undistinguished pair of 
trousers and waistcoat. The entrance of the 
band saw the fans who'd paid five pounds to 
sit in a seat, leap out of them and begin a 
clapping stomping and cheering that would 
last for the entire show. The opening bars of 
"Subsfitu te" elicited a roar from the crowd 
which for a momenf rose above the 
deafening sound system. "Substitu te" was 
followed by " I  Can't Expla in" and then 
"Baba O 'R e lly". Three w ithout a break and 
without a slackening in pace.
The doubts over Kenny Jones' ability to 
fill Keith Moon's place faded. The numbers 
had been arranged to give them a tough 
edge, which suited Jones just fine. He and 
Entwistle were combing beautifully to 
provide a solid, but inventive and lively 
rhythm section. "Rabbit", too, was doing 
fine. Nothing flash, but just light, economic 
playing, exactly what is needed for a rock 
band. But the stars were daltrey and town­
shend. Daltrey was stalking the stage, side 
to side, back to front, singing with more 
power and control than I'd ever heard him 
on record. He was also doing his famous 
"lassoo" trick with the microphone; grab 
bing five feet or so of the cord, twirling it
round his head, and pulling the mike back 
into his hand when it was time to sing. And 
Townshend! Well Townshend had just gone 
ape. Leaping, and running ail over the 
stage, but never missing a beat. Giving it 
all he had, getting lost in the music. At one 
stage after going to the front of the stage to 
sing a harmony with Daltrey, he back­
pedalled so quickly that he crashed un­
controllably into a stack of speakers, which 
a sfage fechnician jusf managed to steady 
before fhey crashed to the stage. The whole 
thing was magnificent. Tough, hard, rock 
'n' roll. Fraught with tension, but somehow 
exhilarating. By the time the third number 
had finished, everyone in the stalls had left 
the seats and rushed to the stage. All the 
people in the dress circle were standing 
clapping, cheering and singing with the 
band. It was total madness, but beautiful.
During fhe sixth number "Behind Blue 
Eyes", things quietened down a little, and 
the cynic in me said: "Well they certainly 
know how to work the crowd. Starting out 
with three old favourites like that". But 
another voice said: "What the hell. That's 
what you came for. To hear the old songs as 
well as the new. And at least they care 
enough to be giving everything they've got". 
Atthe end of a couple of songs both Daltrey 
, and Townsend told the audience how great 
it was to be here, and they meant it. They 
looked like they were enjoying the whole 
thing as much as we were. It seemed to be a 
real celebration. We the audience were 
celebrating The Who's return while they 
seemed to be celebrating their very existen­
ce. There was none of the famous Town­
shend anxiety and uncertainty now. They 
were damn good, they knew it, and they 
were going to prove it. They sang all the old 
songs and the new ones. And when they 
sang the old it wasn't just a trip down 
Memory Lane. It was an affirmation that 
they knew and understood where they'd 
been, and they knew exactly where they 
were going. Things got better and louder as 
time went by. The gems kept coming at 
breakneck speed: Magic Bus, Boris the 
Spider, A medley of Pinball Wizard — See 
Me Feel Me — We Ain'f Gonna Take It and 
the latest single Long Live Rock. Then after 
an hour and ten minutes of sustained frenzy 
the band launched into "My Generation", 
with Daltrey doing his speed freak stutfer 
jusf like the original. The Rainbow was now 
three or four degrees past madness. All 
over the theatre, fists were punching the air 
stuttering with Daltrey, and in the stalls 
some people got so carried away they began 
kicking the backs of the seats in time to the 
music, smashing them to bits. (This is what 
is usually termed "A Riot" in the popular 
press). People were also peeling off 
sweaters, cardigans and coats and rolling 
up their sleeves ready for the next round. 
After "M y Generation" things slowed down 
a little as Townshend had some trouble with 
his guitar lead. During the four minutes it 
took to fix it, Daltrey carried on some light 
hearted chatter with the audience, and once 
again said how great it was to be here, and 
once again looked and sounded as if he 
really meant it. As soon as the guitar lead 
was fixed we were plunged back into more 
frenzy wifh some songs from the latest 
album "Who Are You". First came an ex­
tremely tough, taut version of fhe "Music 
Must Change" that carried a menace that 
wasn't present on the studio version. Then a 
thundering version of "Who Are You". 
Even though the band had been on stage for 
well over an hour and a half and looked 
physically done in, they were playing super­
bly. Everyone was doing just enough and 
not too much. It was tight, economic 
playing. Classic Rock 'n' Roll. And the 
sound was superb. Although it was being 
played at ear splitting volume, every in­
strument could be heard. After and hour 
and fifty minutes on stage. The Who played 
their tour de force. A scorching version of 
"Won't Get Fooled Again" that burned with 
more intensity and passion than anything 
I've ever heard. After the number finished 
Townshend threw his guitar onto the stage 
floor and wandered, as in a daze, across fhe 
stage. He bumped into Daltrey, grabbed 
him and embraced him. Daltrey returned 
the embrace and the two linked arms, faced 
the  a u d i e n c e  and wa v e d  an
acknowledgement to the mass out front. 
The other three band members joined them, 
and they all stood in a line bowing, waving 
and grinning to the audience; exhausted, 
drained, spent. The audience who were in 
the  same  s t a t e  r e t u r n e d  the
acknowledgement, and continued yelling, 
cheering and stomping. And it was then I 
didn't care. Let them make a record of it, 
let them use it as a promo for their films, let 
them make money out of it. Whatever their 
motives, they cared enough to put on the 
greatest rock show I'd ever seen. They are 
the greatest rock band I've ever seen, and 
even though it flies in the face of every 
egalitarian principle, they deserve all the 
kudos for that.
— CHRIS WILLIS
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WARNER LEAVES THE FIELD
Dave Warner's last show w ith the  
group in Adelaide.
The Arkaba, Sunday, 27/5/79
Uncharacteristically shy, short 
and sottly-spoken off stage, Dave 
Warner emerged from the 
mediocrity of the Australian subur­
bs in 1978 to pour eloquent investive 
upon the dishonest pretension of 
our social ways, a true prophet (in 
the pop sense of the word, that is). 
And ‘‘Nothing to Lose” must be one 
of the most original Australian 
rock songs since the Easybeats'- 
‘‘Friday on my Mind” hit the char­
ts over a decade ago.
In sadly his last Adelaide performance 
with the group, at the Arkaba on Sunday 
night (27/5/79), Dave Warner lived up to his 
growing reputation as a fiery critic of the 
rock music world, saying things no-one else 
would dare to say on stage — things, un­
fortunately, which are true: that the rock in­
dustry has become a boring, predictable 
market machine, producing songs like 
sausages from mass-produced groups 
groping after a bankrupt dream of forgotten 
wealth, the golden showbusiness dollar 
which has been stripped of the integrity that 
once came with true musical worth, and 
true popularity; that the disco hot-houses of 
the 1970s no longer reflect the people's real 
day-to-day feelings about life and society 
that they once used to in the heyday of 
rock'n'roll; and that the status seekers have 
invaded the dance floors in response to this 
degraded music, this dominant music, and 
have poisoned the spontaneity of pop.
The damned amazing thing about Dave 
Warner is that he can say all this in such a 
refreshing, original and optimistic way. 
Sure, it's all true about the social falseness, 
now raised to a new level, but at last
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someone's fighting back against the rising 
tide of social conformism — and it sounds- 
good!
“Times have gone, times have ended
When all the Dereks and Sandras in their
Celicas,
in their white scarves,
And all the fake Roberts with their hash 
cookies
and their video-tape recorders...
The times are drawing near when these
people will be on the outside,
and all their fake music will go with them..”
I B g e - S g e  S p r a t s
A very appreciative crowd of 
long-time fans and last minute 
voyeurs packed the Stagedoor 
Tavern on Thursday May 10 for the 
final gig by the incomparable 
Rrats Bander. Playing three 
energetic sets of his well-loved 
classic numbers such as High On 
Hard Drugs, Going Out With The 
Boys, Fuck Me With A Chainsaw 
and The Freedom Witch Hecate for 
the last time, the rat and his band 
were relaxed, high and tight, 
basking in a deserved but 
unusually warm wave of af­
fectionate approval from the 
audience. Nearly gone was the 
cold aloof manner, and the 
elaborate makeup, costumery, 
mime and persona which were 
Rrats' trademark through most of 
his just-finished one year in­
carnation.
Much of Rrats' attraction always lay in 
his wierdly ambivalent eroticism, a factor 
which won him as strong a following 
amongst incredulous straights as it did 
amongst the punks always conspicuous at 
his gigs. Asked to strip from his near nude 
state by one of the males in the crowd, he 
was genuinely surprised by the shower of 
money which rained on the stage following 
his suggestion that bribery was in order. 
Less enigmatic was the striptease that night 
by Julia and Jo Red, former backing singers 
with the band, during an extended in­
strumental rave by the band featuring 
Rrats' original lead guitarist, Joe P. Rick.
Citing as the causes differences with his 
band and management problems, Rrats has 
now gone into indefinite retirement, leaving 
a huge gap in the music scene here. Though 
it made him plenty of enemies, he dared to 
do things differently and imaginatively, 
challenging convention and 'good' taste and 
really entertaining the crowds. Absolutely 
no-one did shows as mesmeric, good or bad, 
as Rrats. And though attention has always 
centred on his act, the songs themselves, 
self penned in collaboration with various 
musical colleagues, were truly great songs, 
incredible mixtures of fantasy and ex­
perience written from the heart and set to 
interesting and truly modern rock music.
Comparisons are odious, but for those of 
you who never saw him, the closest thing I 
can think of to Rrats' vocal and musical 
style is Lene Lovich's "Lucky Number", a 
sound anticipated by Bander by at least a 
year. Given his importance, its worth it at 
this point to give a brief account of his 
career to date.
Somewhat surprisingly, Rrats has no 
musical background, coming instead from 
the theatre. After several disillusioning 
stints with professional theatre companies 
in Sydney, he attended a workshop with 
famous British mime Lindsay Kemp, was 
invited to join his company, and returned 
with them to London after touring Australia 
in the highly acclaimed shows "Flowers" 
and "Mister Punch's Pantomime". There 
the music scene caught his attention, and 
shortly after arriving he split from Kemp to 
form and rehearse a band and write some 
songs. Just before his debut however, and 
for reasons best known to himself, the rat 
returned to Australia, bringing with him the 
new material which formed the core of his 
later shows.
His first and supposedly once-only ap­
pearance under the name Rrats Bander was 
at 'And Now For Something Completely Dif­
ferent' in Chatswood on May 7 1978. The 
response from that show, in which he played 
the character Alice Angel Stardust, was so 
strong that he began making regular ap­
pearances with his band Heat, which in­
cluded the previously mentioned Joe P. 
Rick who helped in the writing of more 
tunes. At the time, the show was much more 
theatrical, involving lots of mime and dan­
ce.
In November 1978, Heat suddenly split 
and in three days Rrats got together his last 
band, namely ex-Chariot lead and bass 
players Rick Sutton and John Strangio, 
original Jimmy and The Boys drummer 
Scot Johnstone and American rythm/lead 
player Leslie Hokum. During the last six 
months, the band played a Thursday night 
residency at the Stagedoor, plus gigs all 
over the place including Newcastle, the 
western suburbs and Canberra. Banned 
from numerous venues on account of his 
allegedly obscene act, and ignored by the 
music media for the same reason, Rrats 
caused sensations wherever he played, ex­
citing a mixture of fascination, repulsion 
and admiration from most crowds, and 
building up a very devoted and diverse cult 
following. For example, there were young 
guys from the west who went to every gig 
despite, or perhaps because of the enormous 
gulf between their ideas and lifestyle and 
those of the rat. Perhaps the most im­
portant thing about Rrats was his deter­
mined gayness and his contempt for un­
thinking straight chauvinism. Devoid of 
camp or polemic, Rrats' shows were models 
of the value in being yourself unashamedly, 
and being open to different ways of being. 
The music scene is itself notoriously 
straight, and it's ironic that the public could 
handle Rrats far better than his two 
Australian bands. The last gig proved 
beyond shadow of doubt that he's got lots of 
lovers in town, and the sooner he gets back 
to them the better.
PETER PAGE
— (Mugs’ Game, 27/5179 version).
Dave Warner completely breaches rock 
ethics in delivering his message — many 
'popular' groups come under scathing at­
tack ifrom him for their calculating (and 
emotionless) pursuit of a share in the 
National Income. They have forgotten their 
roots in the everyday struggles of ordinary 
people, he says, and instead concentrate on 
making pleasant, gutless muzak which will 
yield most return on investment in the rock 
music market.
Mr Warner says f... to them! Music is
about people, not money. And so in his last 
performance at the Arkaba he became a lit­
tle more than a popular rock personality 
when he sang (slightly absurdly, it must be 
added):
“Blessed are the ordinary suburban boy and 
girl,
They are the sensitive ones of this earth.”
— (Mugs’ Game).
Dave Warner is situated somewhere bet­
ween punk, rock'n'roll, and guerilla war­
fare, and with his unashamedly Australian 
stage manner he's telling Australia's boys 
(and girls) to believe in themselves for a 
change, instead of following imposed 
fashions:
"Wonderful are the people who are what 
They are," he says. He wants Australia to 
express itself, rather than degrade and 
distort expression by imitating overseas 
fads. And in doing so Warner's group has it­
self become one of our most original acts.
But not all his music is just social 
criticism: a lot of it is 'pure' rock'n'roll art 
(if such a thing exists, and if the two things 
can be separated). " I loved so much, I 
hated," he says in one song. "I've been 
mugged to many times in too many 
places/by smiling girls with pretty faces," 
roll the eloquent lines. There are many 
examples of his power over words. It is 
good, honest poetry. And it makes great 
lyrics when combined with his many 
tastetui and meaty musical arrangements. 
The Suburbs have reworked their rock 
music into a viable cutting edge again, and 
Dave himself has a remarkable gift for im­
provising humour which rarely fails him.
And who can doubt his integrity or com­
mitment to his music when he faces the 
audience with an angry fist and yells "I've  
got nothing to lose"? Unfortunately we have 
when the group eventually plays its last en­
core.
- — Tim Lake.
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"Up in Smoke"
starring Cheech and Chong
Almost without exception I have 
found Cheech and Chong's albums 
to be about as funny as a drug bust 
— after the initial buzz the novelty 
quickly wears thin. But they sell a 
lot of records in America where 
crap/ good bad or otherwise is a 
highly saleable commodity. So 
mu :h so that somebody had suf­
ficient faith to pour quite a few 
dollars (the proceeds of a few big 
deals maybe?) into making a dope 
movie, and what sort of dope movie 
would it be without two of the 
biggest dopes around. Thus In 
cahoots (at the time) with Lou 
Adler (who used to do rude things 
with Britt Eckland) who produced 
the movie, we have Hollywood's 
first real big budget dope movie.
By every criterion I could think of 
beforehand, this movie should have stank 
considerably worse than some of the shit 
these guys smoke in the movie, but miracle 
of miracles, it is actually for much of the 
time, a very funny movie. But allow me to 
qualify that. If you smoke dope or are at 
least familiar with dopers then "Up in 
Smoke" is a hoot. If you haven't smoked or 
come into any sort of regular contact with 
the millions of Australians who do, well, 
apart from asking what sort of fucking 
straight existence you lead, you'd be ad­
vised that much of the film's humour depen­
ds on personal familiarify wifh ifs subject 
matter.
Cheech Marin is Pedro De Pacas who 
drives a beatup machine that barely passed 
for a car. Living on the other side of town in 
more stylish surroundings is Tommy Chong, 
alias Man. Hence lines like ‘‘hey Man, 
what’s this shit you give m e”, ‘‘Man, I ’m 
stoned”, ‘‘Where’s the bog, Man” and- 
‘‘Man, oh Man”....or at least you can see the 
possibilities! The dopeful two team up and 
go through a series of encounters with ail 
sorts of heat (that means police, narcs, 
man) before finally they manage to get
BOOK REVIEW  
"THE BOY LOOKED AT JOHNNY" 
Julie Burchill and Tony Parsons 
Pluto Press
For me, it has been one of life's 
little pleasures to peruse NME's 
Gasbag letters page for anti- 
Burchill/Parsons letters. I'm sure 
I could quite comfortably furnish 
my own flat with the amount of con­
sumer durables Ms Burchill and 
Mr Parson.s have been requested to 
stick up their collective kybers 
over the past two years they they 
have been staff writers at NM E.
T ie  letters that provide me with the most 
amusement cr isternation run along these 
lines: "How can Burchill/Parsons knock 
Black Sabbath when everybody knows they 
are the greatest group in the whole world? 
Yony lommi is God and Ossie Osborne 
should be running the countryno, the entire 
universe. Burchill and Parsons, go stick a 
dead bear up your bums!" Signed..."Happy 
to be bleeding from the ears", Birmingham.
Who's a self-opinionated bastard then?
Well all those of you young im- 
pressionables out there, with stars in your 
eyes (and on your bedroom walls) be war­
ned 'cos everybody's favorite dartboard- 
gracing duo are now in print with 
"The Boy Looked At Johnny" — an inky in­
dictment of the "industry"icons and other 
sonic sacred cows. The errant youth of the 
sixties (the Wanstock Generation?) are 
seen tor what they wer i — a phar­
maceutically-placated potential market 
i do l i s i ng  l a r g e l y  r h e t o r i c a l  
"revolutionaries". Dylan and the Rolling 
Stones today are indeed the new rich rather 
than the new order we all believed they 
could/should have been.
Similarly, the "kick up the arse" punk-
themselves busted in a house where they'd 
gone to score, as illegal immigrants. This 
provides them with the welcome op­
portunity to be deported to Mexico.
Eventually, they score the job of driving a 
van back to the States, only they don't 
realise that the van's body is made entirely 
from marijuana. For those of you who drool 
over the centrefolds in High Times, go along 
and feast your eyes on the dope factory 
where the van is being "converted". Fur­
ther adventures befall the terrible twins on 
their way back to the U.S. of A, including an 
excellenf scene shown on "Nightmoves" 
recently where the border authorities 
wrongly bust a carload of nuns, suspecting 
them as being part of a big shipment of dope 
coming through which the narcs ac­
companied by a TV crew is waiting for. 
Needless to say by the time the authorities 
find out the nuns really don't have any dirty 
habits (groan) our unsuspecting dopers 
have split further along the highways and 
byways of America. The whole thing comes 
to a smoking finale at the Roxy Theatre in 
Hollywood where there is the rock tight ot 
the century "a battle of the bands". And so 
Cheech and Chong enter their band — Alice 
Bowie in it and naturally...well, see it for 
yourself. My favourife scene actually has 
nothing to do with the dope at all, it concerns 
a hitch-hiker the dopes have picked up who 
in the confines of the van parked outside a 
long queue at The Roxy, recounts the 
loudest orgasm she had heard a friend of 
hers once perform. Needless to say the soun­
ds coming from inside the van to those out­
side, sound like the real thing and when the 
van starts rocking furiously, everyone in the 
van rightly assumes Cheeck, or is it Bong, is 
really blowing up a storm, so that when he 
innocently steps from fhe van, the applause 
is almost as thunderous as the re-enacted 
organism. Oh yes, and keep an eye out for 
the biggest joint I've ever seen, which Man 
produces early in the movie and assures 
Pedro he keeps for special occasions. As far 
as I'm concerned, special occasions like 
that can only be afforded when one inherifs 
a dope farm. Dope movies like this, while 
promoting the cretinous mentality of the 
heavy doper by association, nevertheless 
are going to do more for the acceptance of 
dope in this country, than any Marijuana 
Party agitations.
— Zippy Upper.
new wave-powerpop thing is seen as 
becoming nothing more than a "lick up the 
arse" behind closed/carpeted boardroom 
doors, a gimmick. The only electric entities 
who escape unscathed, the only artists con­
sidered to hold music higher than money are 
— The Sex Pistols, Talking Heads (barely), 
Nico, Labelle, Suzi Quatro, Joan Jett, 
Pauline Noname, Poly Styrene and the Tom 
Robinson Band. Thus the Damned get dam­
ned, the Jam are canned for living in a 
Mod's Mod's Mod's world rather than the 
modern world, the Stranglers are sussed as 
middle-aged heavy metal mysogynists 
while The Clash are condemned as militan­
cy marketers. What is the intolerably poor 
enunciation on the new album, if not an ex­
cellent way to sell copies of "The Clash 
Songbook Volume Two’ ’.
American's angry young men really get 
mauled. Television are seen as purveyors of 
verbose/obtuse profundities, the Ramones 
as retards and reactionaries, Richard Hell 
and the Voidoids as Black Businessmen 
marketing their model ot "martyred 
nihilism" and Minke de Ville as bandwagon 
bad guys. Similarly slaughtered are doe­
eyed (read "drug-eyed") duo Deborah 
Harry and Gaye Advert, getting rich before 
they get too wrinkled by making supporters 
salivate over sex rather than the sounds 
going down. Bravo to Burchill and Parsons 
for seeing their pair for the women-as-pure- 
pin-up-perpe*uating propagandists they 
unashamedly are.
This book really does "blow the lid ott 
rock'n'roll for the first and last time" (back 
page blurb). It's not a book for rock'n'roll 
romantics or Rolling Stone readers. It's cer­
tainly revealing, certainly irreverent but 
rarely irresponsible. My only criticism is 
this highly successful attempt to exorcise us 
of our elusions/delusions as to the 
capabilities of corporation-controlled 
rock'n'roll is the part that extols am­
phetamines. Like the man says..."Lite is 
my high". This aberration aside, a real 
cleansing, cathartic classic.
w
Knock Knock
THE BOYS NEXT DOOR
''Door Door"
(Mushroom).
A sigh of relief and a heartfelt 
cheer. The broken promise of the 
Suicide farce has become the 
promise of our own new music. The 
Boys Next Door have made good by 
all the traditional means, talent 
and preserverance not least 
among them. But this becomes a 
real problem. It has completely 
blown by my newly adopted 
lournajistic pose. I feel that I 
should respond to this album as a 
musician, not a critic. Rock 
scholarly comparisons with the ob­
vious influences at work here are 
only justified by stating straight 
away that this music is Australian, 
It's new, strong and interesting and 
it's bloody good.
It's not totally new or TOO percent suc­
cessful I should add because unintentionally 
on the Boys part, this is an aibum in two 
distinct parts
There are six cuts from the unreleased 
Suicide album of last year and four 
genuinely new songs although these too are 
somewhat dated being recorded in January 
of this year.
Side one is the band and material I 
remember from 1978. When they slipped in­
to Adelaide I was intrigued. Obviously talen­
ted lads, they were brash and ex­
traordinary, good performers but an im­
mature band. Later (Melbourne in Sep­
tember) on my second viewing a few more 
of their songs impressed me and I got ex­
cited. It was a starnge night though, an air 
of disquiet that the Boys did nothing to 
dispel surrounded the performance. All 
these impressions attach themselves to the 
first side: memorable songs, a tough but 
immature sound, excitement and anxiety.
The two opening tracks. Night Watchman 
and Brave Exhibitions set a powerful and 
poppish pace for the side, as well as the dark
IAN DURY AND THE BLOCKHEADS
'Do It Yourself"
Stiff
U.K. SQUEEZE
'Cool For Cats"
A & M
Here's an interesting pair of 
British releases. Both are sort of 
'new wave pop'. If the new wave 
movement never happened these 
bands would be a lot different.
There is one other thing that ties these two 
bands together. They've both recently had 
top selling singles in the U.K. Dury's "Hit 
Me" was a monster but it ain't on "Do It 
Yourself". U.K. Squeeze's "Cool For Cats" 
hasn't been a pop hit here yet (probably 
never will) but it is on this record.
Now this Dury album is going to sell well.
I mean the local record company have pain­
ted it's name all over one of their cars and 
are giving it the push which is great. 
However after hearing the first two tracks, 
"In Betweenies" and "Quiet", I was begin­
ning to think that young Ian had come up 
with a bunch of quaint lyrics and stuck 
them on top of the Blockheads' passable 
V̂T!.l5-._Â w|5plp_̂ a!jpurn wasn't going
and qu irk ly  lyrica l mood. The firs t is 
distinguished by its janglypop Pistols guitar 
r iff , the second by a neat gu itar/sax line and 
a pushy chorus. Otherwise they're a bit 
samey. Friends of My World slows the side 
down and the hints of melodrama and Roxy 
Music are clear. It's  a very good song, 
broody and inexorable w ith some excellent 
lyrics even tho' you have to strain your ear 
to catch them. The Voice takes us further in­
to the land of romance w ith violin and bossa
nova “Ooh’s”. It's seductive but too 
Trocadero for me. Roman, Roman is sharp 
and aggressive, but it was better live when 
Nick Cave sang and danced his way through 
the drum k it in the firs t five seconds of their 
Adelaide debut. Technical Problems " .  he 
muttered, as the gig got back underway. 
The last track on this side. Somebody’s Wat­
ching, placates all my fears of pseudo- 
Ferryism  taking over. It's  a strong song, 
malevolent and messy sounding, w ith the
to suck me in.
"Sink My Boats" was the track that did 
suck me in. It has one of those compelling 
hook lines which has you singing along and 
makes you positive that you've heard this 
song before. So back I went to the beginning 
of the album for another listen to "In Bet- 
weenies". Yeah, not so bad and there's no 
getting away from Dury's lyrics. If you wan­
ted to be nasty, "Hit Me" and "Wake Up 
And Make Love With Me" are just boring 
old funk too, but after a few listens it all 
begins to sink in. A song like "Dance of the 
Screamers" has more instant appeal 
because naturally you've got plenty of 
screams to keep the record buying public on 
their toes.
We'll all go out and buy this album and 
why not? Ian Dury writes great songs and 
on the 10 presented on "Do It Yourself", we 
find Ian musically less aggressive (he's got 
our attention now) but lyrically just as 
tough.
U.K. Squeeze have toned musically and 
lyrically from their first album. Anyway, 
we were bound to get bored with punchy 
songs about Sex Masters and things so on 
their second aibum, "Cool For Cats", U. K. 
Squeeze utilise the singing and songwriting 
of guitarists Glen Tilbrook and Chris Difford 
on 11 songs which are basically pop in the 
style of The Beatles (if you remember the 
Fab Four prior to Sgt. Pepper).
Lyrically U.K. Squeeze don't want to hold 
your hand, they've replaced the pure desire 
with desire, self-doubt and confusion in 
songs like "Touching Me, Touching You" 
and "Siap and Tickle". In 1964, boys sang to 
girls that they wanted to hold their hand but 
in 1979 the same boys are singing that they 
want to have a sexual relationship with the 
girl but isn't it clumsy getting started? I see, 
it's the late seventies and this must be 
"social realism".
It you've heard the single "Cool For 
Cats", well, most of the album is rockier 
than that and features both vocalists rather 
than the Cockney accent which only appears 
on the title track. It you haven't heard the 
single yet, do so.
Basically this is a strong pop-rock album 
at which so many British bands excel and 
while U.K. Squeeze may not be Britain's 
finest band this album just goes to show how 
far behind most American bands have been 
since 1976.
—  STUART MATCHETT
JOE JACKSON 
"Look Sharp" 
A & M
Joe, you're a thieving magpie! 
You've plundered all that glitters 
and glistens from the vinyl vaults 
of the sixties, cast your roving eye 
over the raw gems of the fifties and 
even have the temerity to steal 
from your late seventies con­
temporaries!
I can just imagine you sitting On your nest 
at home, the stolen riffs and harmonies lit­
tered around^ you, grinning at your own 
audacity. Grinning like a cat whose got the 
cream and knows he's going to get away 
with it. Oh yes, Joe, you're sharp all right.
You see, dear readers, young Joe ain't 
your common or garden musical thief. Oh 
no, this boy has style and taste. Nothing but 
the best for the Jackson nest. Check out the 
shoes on the cover. You don't pick up those 
sort of feet warmers in a punkarama op 
shop.
All very well, you may say, but what is 
Magpie Joe, the cocky cockney spiv, trying 
to tell us from the comfort of his Denson 
shoes? What are his songs about?
Happily I'm able to inform you that Joe 
has got the goods in the song writing depart­
ment. They have meaning and relevance 
and credibility. And that's why he gets away 
with his plagiarism ( look that one up, my 
droogs). When he sings "Pretty women out 
walking with gorillas down my street/From  
my window I'm staring while my coffee 
goes cold" ("Is She Really Going Out With 
Him") you know, even if you haven't been 
there yourself, exactly what he's talking 
about. Joe, while definitely sharp, certainly 
ain't cool. Like his nearest contemporary, 
Costello, he gets angry and jealous like the 
rest of us. But while Costello is the master of 
the oblique sneer, Jackson puts all his 
emotion up front. Later in "Is She Really 
Going Out With Him?", which is the single 
lifted from the album, he says "I wash my 
hair/and kid myself I look really smooth" 
Costello would never be that direct.
I won't play the pick the-influence game, 
that's one you can all play at home on those
scalar guitar and pop "bop bop" backing 
vocals relieving the persecution of the lyric.
It is in fact the lyrical and vocal attack 
that saves the first side from its tight small 
sound and hollow production. Nick Cave 
calls it "very stilted and very contrived" 
(RR, March '79). It's not quite that but it is 
small scale and relatively unambitious. It 
sounds as if the band were just going 
through their paces. Cave's singing is quite 
a remarkable achievement though. He has a 
great voice and pushes it around confidently 
and expressively. The prevailing mood is 
dark, but not static.
That mood carries over to the second side 
but a definite progression and expansion in 
sound' has occurred. With the arrival of 
Rowland Howard (guitarist and songwriter) 
and with six months to consider their 
unreleased album, the Boys decided they 
would produce themselves and its a great 
leap forward. With Howard's melodic yet 
oblique playing the sound is spacious and 
has guts through texture rather than basic 
bite.
After a Fashion quickly shows how ef 
tectively a careful two guitar arrangement 
can broaden the scope ot a band's sound. 
The f irs t of three great Howard songs, it has 
a medium pace pumping beat w ith a nod­
ding chorus and wonderful swooping guitar. 
Dive Position — the only Nick Cave song on 
side two — is a perverse waltz time bounce 
with a chorus reminiscent ot the Loved 
Ones. I Mistake Myself is pedestrian paced 
w ith tw ittering guitars, an a ir ot resignation 
and a ring-a-ring-a-rosie guitar line that 
welds the feeling of quiet tantrum  to your 
memories. Shivers is a ballad and is the 
single trom the album. Slow, rapturous love 
songs rare ly have this much authority with 
me. It's abstract soul is compelling.
The Boys Next Door live can be anything 
from sloppy to manic. On their debut album 
they've shown quite clearly that their grasp 
of controlled madness is strong enough to 
produce successful expressions of in­
telligence, romance and power. The passion 
of this album succeeds by clarity and 
brilliance, fails by incompletion. I see the 
enormous gap between the two sets of 
material as being indicative of growth and 
the promise of better to come. I hope so.
— Chris Coleman.
long winter evenings, but "Fools In Love" is 
such a blatant ripotf, musically, of "Wat­
ching the Detectives" that it immediately 
sticks out. However cunning Joe saves some 
of his best lyrics for the song and after a few 
plays the copying becomes irrelevant, even 
cheeky.
Fools in love/Are there any creatures so 
pathetic?
Fools in love/They think they ’re heroes 
Fools in love are zeros 
I should know/cos this fool’s in love again
I could go on and take each song apart 
because they're all worthy of analysis but I 
won't. It would be better if you went out and 
procured a copy of the album and 
discovered the joys of songs like "Sunday 
Papers", "Happy Lovin' Couples", "Pretty 
Girls" yourself.
Like all fhe best rock'n'rollers Joe 
Jackson is enthusiastic about his music and 
about his music's history. One of the finest 
moments in liye rock'n'roll is when Bruce 
Springsteen finishes his set with a medley of 
the best songs of sixties rock ("Devil With 
The Blue Dress On", "When You Walk In 
The Room", "Pretty Flamingo", "Good 
Golly Miss Molly" etc etc). Joe Jackson, 
live, does much the same sort of thing. God 
bless him, he may be a burglar, but his 
heart's in the right place.
— DONALD ROBERTSON
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DAVID BOWIE
"Lodger"
RCA
It's that time again. Prepare 
yourself for the latest brilliant 
blurr, a future classic....excuse 
me, my positive bias seems to be 
leaking. This album Initially struck 
me as a most unusual form of 
weird. It's not akin to the avant- 
garded noise montage products of 
the ultra-art school, or the tight 
Devo-minimalism, or normal 
"New Wave" brashness or any 
other present pretense for that 
matter. I don't imply by this that it 
is a completely new thing, but that 
Bowie has produced a synthesis of 
widely varying styles and textures 
taken from his own past efforts and 
from those people he was more 
recently been connecting with.
The Lodger has found his niche but it 
covers the globe. He tumbles thru Africa, 
points at the Euro-man and the housewife, 
and questions the nuclear game, all with 
simple sensitivity. Let the lines sit on you 
for a bit....you should get the picture.
Ten tracks with no room for padding.- 
Fantastic Voyage opens the package with a
soft flow ot razor accuracy —̂ "and the 
wrong words make you listen/in this 
criminal world” (maybe a fraction too soft 
for some). Eno meets the jungle tongue 
twister and takes on meaning in African 
Night Flight while an Eddie Cochran rollong 
rhythm orooels the unsettled spirit in Move 
On. Yassassin (Turkish for long live) is a 
practical Middle Eastern picture with trem­
bling voice and violin running riot. More 
foreign travel references surface in Red 
Sails — sea of solid rhythm (is poetic...no?) 
D.J. would make a great single with lines 
like What do I know/I am a D.J. and Look 
back in Anger is on rpovement again, with a 
chorus that impresses itself, bit by bit, on 
the memory until it clicks in and begins to 
sweep you away — like this album 
generally. The feeling neatly twists as the 
thumpy single Boys Keep Swinging drops in­
to the hypnotic urban dilemna of Repetition 
— a bit of wite-bashing to sooth the nerves. 
Things get a final odd windup in Red Money. 
The backing track from Iggy Pop's Sister 
Midnight, off The Idiot, is converted into a 
nuclear-politics comment, and in my 
cynical opinion, reasonably successful.
According to the Lodger himself, this 
album is lighter than his other efforts of 
late. This could be an advantage as solid 
chart success (hopefully) without gross ar­
tistic compromise is money tor the pocket 
and satisfaction for the ears. Both com­
modities are in short supply these days.
—  PETER TESLA
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
"Live in L.A. and New Jersey 1978"
(Bootlegged)
They say that in his early days, 
Bruce Springsteen ached so much 
with yearning to perform that he 
would play anywhere and hock his 
music endlessly looking for a 
break. And listening to these 10 
sides is to experience an artist so 
grateful to be on stage playing his 
songs that he gives everything , his 
heart and his soul, to the per 
formance and the audience. One 
who strives only for perfection and 
hopes only to be the greatest.
In the early years ot his career 
Springsteen suffered a minor treakout at the 
hands of critics who labelled him the New 
Dylan. In the second. Born ro Run phase, he 
had the whole future of rock'n'roll business 
lumbered around his neck and nearly went 
down under the weight.
It's ironic then, that after all that, the 
claims made on Springsteen's behalf by 
over-zealous criticrs are even more over- 
the-top nowadays. Bruce sent N.ME's Tony 
Parsons spinning towards his typewriter to 
deliver a piece of almost religious fervour, 
and Rolling Stone's Dave Marsh came away 
from tf e 1978 tour positive in the belief that 
Springsteen is nothing less than the greatest 
rock'n'roll performer of all time.
The stupid thing is that on the evidence of 
these two bootlegs, that could quite possibly 
be true.
‘‘Bruce Springsteen raises Cain” and- 
‘‘Piece de Resistance”,the former a double 
recorded at the Los Angeles Roxy Theatre 
and the latter a triple taken from a concert 
in his home town ot New Jersey, are seminal 
rock albums. The recording quality is 
superb mixing desk stereo, and the music is 
quite unbelievable.
On the numerable occasions here when 
Springsteen and the Amazing E-Street Band 
hit the full crescendic power they are 
capable of, the music, the tortured vocals 
and the violent imagery seem to fuse in a 
chemical reaction that sets adrenalin racing 
in a way that music rarely achieves.
The L.A. album is pure dynamite, 
drawing mainly from the first and last 
studio albums. Versions of Prove it all 
Night, Racing in the Street and Darkness on 
the Edge of Town make the studio tracks 
sound like they're on the wrong speed, and 
there's a peak into the future with two 
unrecorded s )ngs. Point Blank and Fire,- 
each equally superb as the other. (There's a 
major bummer in that Adam raised a Cain,- 
easily Darkness’s most dynamic track, sud­
denly cuts out halfway through. Unless 
you're a professional masochist, there's lit­
tle point in playing the track).
By the third song ot this album, the 
audience is such a slathering mass that 
Springsteen actually has to tell them to sit 
down because ''you're making me ner­
vous” .
It must take a curious kind of confidence 
to know that you can tell your audience to 
simmer down, but such is the make ot the 
man. The E-Street Band are phenomenal 
and nothing else, centred around the lyn- 
chpin of Roy Bittan's majestic piano playing 
and driven by a powerhouse of drumming in 
the shape of Max Weisberg.
But it's Springsteen, and always 
Springsteen, who holds the key. His voice 
lacks any sort ot range, but he shreds his 
throat with the effort of singing, screams 
himself hoarse in an earnest, relentless 
drive to connect. A soul sing ;r in the true 
sense of the word. His guitar playing, too, is 
technically nowhere, but it burns with the 
intensity of someone who plays not tor the 
notes, but with a wild and careless in­
spiration. When band and leader fuse, as on 
Saint in the City and Backstree is — the final 
cuts — the result is truly awesome.
Piece de Resistance is an equally 
remarkable album. Despite the fact that 
Steve Van Zandt's guitar seems to have 
dropped from the mix, the power of the E- 
Streeters remains intact and most of the 
L.A. tracks appear here. Independence Day 
, a gracefully sad song about his leaving 
home, is unveiled for the first time, and 
later there's a devastating version of- 
Because the Night that leaves Patti's ver­
sion at the starting gate. There's more mid­
period material — a jazzy workout on- 
Kitty’s Back and a version of She’s The One 
that threatens to run off the rails, for in­
stance.
As if to prove he really has got the might, 
Springsteen departs\ by stringing together a 
clutch of early rocklclassics — Good Golly 
Miss Molly, CC Rid^  and Jenny, Jenny — 
and tears the place apar* with them, then 
comes back to slam it home with a swinging, 
soulful Raise Your Hand lhat is wall-to-wall 
muscle.
The cross-section of material — past, 
present and future — on these albums is the 
ultimate document of Springsteen's ar­
tistry. The sides link seamlessly into a 
grand and ' dramatic scenario, as if 
Springsteen has town off 300 square feet ot 
the Jersey Street he was born in, taken it on 
stage and leapt straight into the 
stratosphere. Like few other greats, 
Springsteen is charged with the spirit of the 
music itself.
If you've ever doubted the man's 
credibility, the over-bearing romanticism 
and whole rain-swept-Jersey-Street 
imagery that he purveys (and who hasn't 
ever doubted it?) the antidote lies here. 
There have been too many outlandish 
claims on Springsteen's behalf, but I swear 
there are moments on these two albums that 
inspire like no other music I've heard.
THE BEACH BOYS 
"L.A." — Light Album 
CBS
This is a very sad and exciting 
recording of music. Those of you 
who would gain insight into the 
human condition desert your 
AAalraux and buy the Beach Boys 
latest. And when you read the 
reviews of "L.A ." in those smar- 
tarse Pommie music fish and chip 
wrappers or the doubtless doting 
words in those stupid consumer 
items Americans call their music 
press, remember these words well. 
This is a sad and exciting album.
It is the utter bankruptcy of our culture 
that makes it so. The Beach Boys have no 
guts, nothing to say, nothing interesting in 
their music, there's no soul, no spark, no 
reason for "L.A .” to exist, really. It's a com­
pilation ot five men's work who for some 
reason (money) choose to play music and 
sing songs, who once were fresh as your 
deodorant at 8.35 am and who've now seen 
the i nsi de of h e a d s h r i n k e r s '  
pads more times than you've had hot din­
ners. They were interesting (or at least their 
harmonies harmonized) in the early and 
mid sixties. It's impossible for me to hear I 
Get Around or Hawaii or Surfin’ USA- 
without recalling what I was doing at the 
time (surfing in Adelaide and going to high 
school) and the edge those songs had then. 
Not that there was any rebellion implicit in 
those early songs of getting up, leaving 
school and goin' surfin'....that had become a 
cultural consumption item already,by then. 
It was merely the sentiment that appealed.
And that's the level on which they're still 
appealing. A sentimental one. I mean, why 
hate the Beach Boys. They're just five like 
you or me, with the same needs and desires 
pretty well. I find it impossible to hate 
anyone who could give the world's Worst 
Ever Televised Concert (trom the Myer 
Music Bowl in Melbourne) and in doing so
seemed just so pathetic. (Although i am 
very tempted to hate anyone who performs 
at football grounds when they visit Oz).
And yes I do get sentimental listening to 
this Beach Boys record. Sentimentality is 
arguably (very) the lowest of all human 
emotions, but perhaps this is only the case 
on a Sino-German T10 scale of Tran­
scendence. In another way, perhaps it is one 
ot the few Great Emotions, because to 
become sentimental you must first be 
touched.
The music does tempt you to become sen­
timental. Full Sail on Side 1 is a "laid back” 
piece that says nothing, but it could tear you 
just a bit if you were watching an animal 
film at the same time. Lady Lynda steals a 
piece from Bach, uses harpischord where 
once there was organ, and soaks up the mid­
dle with soppy, happy lyrics. It's my 
favourite. There's also another on Side 1 
which sounds like the Beach Boys. That's- 
Good Timin’. A cute little Japanese called- 
Sumahuma finishes the side. The second 
side starts with a long disco piece, which 
just goes to show that nothing embarrasses 
these boys — another admirable attribute. I 
can't really remember how the side goes 
trom there but let me assure you that you 
probably wouldn't like it, unless you were 
completely devoted to the pursuit of sen­
timentality.
The cover is good. It's a collection of post­
cards on the themes of the titles, all done by 
competent American artists. Inside, there's 
a battery ot photos of the Boys themselves, 
again employing the postcard theme. They 
smile with their mouths gaping and an ECT 
gaze. This is the sadness. The excitement is 
that something may come of groping in the 
blind depths of cultural dispossession. 
Something must happen, soon. Even in 
America. A whole generation has passed, 
says this vinyl.
Once they shouted into mikes about cut­
ting across the face of a wave or driving at 
95. Now they make money out of non-music 
performed by an army of retards and syn­
thesizers programmed to think it's 1967. On 
the inside cover we might glean the reason 
for this being called "L.A .” (Light Album).
No, it's not a Little Light Music, it's....... The
word "Light” refers to the awareness of, 
and the presence of God. Here in this world 
as an ongoing, loving reality.” Well fuck 
me.
— Larry Buttrose.
BOB DYLAN 
"At Budokan" 
CBS
CHEAP TRICK
"At Budokan"
Epic
Rumour has it that these Dylan 
and Cheap Trick "At Budokan's" 
were unintended releases brought 
about by public dem and. 
Whatever, to me it seems
inevitable that the above artists 
release live albums at this time. 
Dylan, because the "Rolling Divor­
ce Settlement" tour was his 
biggest, most polished, organised 
and unique tour ever, taking 
Japan, Australia and eventually 
Europe. Cheap Trick, because, 
good as the studio albums are, the 
true essence of this band is in a live 
situation. That being the case, 
nowhere surpasses Japan for its 
extraordinary quality in live recor­
dings, in fact, having heard these, 
and the odd Nippon imports, it's a 
wonder any self-respecting rock 
star would want to record live 
anywhere else.
Cheap Trick "At Budokan" is as good a 
representation of the band as could be ex­
pected. From go to woe, the L.P. is electric, 
the crowd are out ot their skulls throughout, 
providing an excellent buffer to the poun­
ding energy of the band (funny, Japanese 
screams sound just like English screams). 
It's a studio quality album of a live per­
formance, highlighting perfectly Rick 
Nielson's guitar slashing like a hvsterical 
razor blade through Robin Zander's com­
mitted Daltry-like vocals, the relentless, 
thunderous rhythms of the sometimes 
second guitar and from Peterson's bass 
lines, and made cohesive by the excellent 
percussion of the mysterious Bun E. Carlos, 
which not only provides the necessary 
momentum, but fills in those cracks when 
things look like getting out ot hand. While 
most of the songs here are available on the 
previous studio albums, the fortunes of the 
band will be riding high with this one, much 
the same as other essentially live acts such 
as Humble Pie, Kiss and (shudder) Peter 
Frampton found recognition through their 
concert recordings. "At Budokan" by Cheap 
Tricks is not the be all and end all, but it's 
good fun and an excellent introduction to the 
band.
Bob Dylan "At Budokan" is the most com­
mercially assessable and best recorded 
Dylan record ever. Up until now all his coun­
tless live and studio, official and bootleg 
recordings have suffered the murky in­
completeness in reproduction, while this 
supposed unintended release of the 
Japanese live record, at the very least, puts 
pay to that situation. The material con­
tained hereon is pretty much the same as 
was aired on the Aussie visit, a potpourri of 
songs spanning the breadth ot his career, 
some rearranged to within an inch ot their 
lives. Dylan's best songs have always had 
such flexibility and strength in lyric and 
melody that they've been able to lend them­
selves to near infinite rearrangement and 
reinterpretation. Legions of performers 
have bent, twisted, assaulted, then sculp­
tured the songs to their own consciousness 
(good and bad), Dylan himself has dabbled 
with them over the years, but, never has he 
done such a radical job on himself as with 
this tour. The man has never allowed his 
creative juices to stagnate, but rather, 
despite criticism and outrage from his 
followers (sometimes justified) has stam­
ped new directions and unique identities to 
all his projects. Naturally, the aging oracle 
doesn't feel the same now as in his for­
mative years, and hence, the raw, emotive 
impact of his classic songs is transformed 
by polish and professionalism into very 
classy pop material. "At Budokan" is 
probably Dylan's "Hot August Night", it 
certainly puts him right in the con­
temporary mainstream as a performer 
digestible to the vast, money-spending 
masses, but even if the whole shebang does 
reek a little ot Hollywood, godammit, the 
band is brilliant, it's interesting throughout 
and trequently it's bloody inspired.
— IAN DECISION
I
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MAGAZINE
''Secondhand Daylight" 
(Virgin)
STEVE HILLAGE
"Live Herald"
(Virgin)
MIKE OLDFIELD
"Incantations"
(Virgin)
TANGERINE DREAM 
"Force Majeure" 
(Virgin)
The triumphal return of two 
boring old farts, the continuing ex­
cellence of one boring old fart, and 
the questionable attainment of 
boring old fart status for one of the 
new wave pioneers. These four 
albums with the exception of 
Magazine m.ight not be the typical 
listening fodder of many Roadrun- 
ner record freaks, but that's your 
loss.
Both Oldfield and Tangerine Dream , have 
been seen until these new albums as in some 
sort of artistic decline. While I may argue 
the defence for Oldfield because his last 
album "Ommadawn" was to these ears a 
stunning tour-de-force, the Tangs certainly 
have been lost in the wilderness of their own 
vinyl floundering since the monumentally 
unappreciated "Ricochet” , about four 
albums back. While welcoming the Tangs 
back and Oldfield's continuing com­
positional genius, it's Magazine who require 
the greatest musical re-evaluation. "Shot 
By Both Sides" hopefully as the years roll 
by and the new wave becomes permanent, 
shall rightly find its niche among the great 
singles of its genre. "Real Life" also proved 
to be a memorable and exciting debut 
album, crammed with music of burning in­
tensity and starkness that hinted strongly at 
the direction music might take in the early 
80s. "Secondhand Daylight" as the second 
chapter in Magazine's vinyl voyage to the 
80s is a strangely mystifying album made 
more remarkable by its almost total change 
in direction from the brooding dark menace 
of its predecessor. It's not an album I've 
fallen instantly in love with like "Real 
Life", but the musical landscapes so 
frequently recall an almost new wave Pink 
Floyd, that one wonders whether "Real 
Life" was the departure from the real 
Magazine and "Secondhand Daylight" was 
their own up time. Or is Howard Devoto and 
his extremely able sideman simply taking 
up their musical stethoscopes and walking 
into the 80s with the sort of confemporary in­
strumental elan one might hope Pink Floyd 
could rediscover?
The strangest track on the album is "The 
Thing Air" which features guitarist John 
McGeogh playing saxophone on his own 
composition. It is this opening song on Side 
Two that serves strong notice that Magazine 
really are stretching out beyond the con­
fines of new wave to a more substantial 
cross section of musical tastes. With much 
of the ferocity of the old Magazine now 
missing in action, there's going to be some 
miffed readers who will find the missing 
naked energy and aggression in Magazine's 
attack on "Real Life" a bitter pill to 
swallow. Even the single "Rhythm of 
Cruelty" which continues Magazine's 
tradition of tampering with a different ver­
sion for the album, owes more to underdrive 
than a summoning of arms. The new single 
again underlines the excellence of Dave 
Formula's keyboards while typically for 
this album, Devoto's vocals are mixed much 
further forward and are more easily discer- 
nable than "Real Life". "Cut Out Shapes" 
has Devoto singing about "treading a 
strange and narrow way" and maybe that 
best sums up the album's intent, although 
narrow only in the sense that the band's 
energy is dissipated to the point of almost 
non-existence. The album overall represen­
ts a strange and curious departure that at 
first implies a band struggling for identity, 
but repeated listens begin to open up the 
realisation that Devoto and crew are shif­
ting emphasis towards an ultimately more 
coherent and lasting music than the fickle 
shallow currents of much of the new wave. 
Devoto may be ignoring energy, but by 
taking the harder route, he may be laying a 
more lasting foundation than the shrill an­
tics of even his most determined and talen­
ted competitors. "Secondhand Daylight" is 
not so much a disappointment for what it 
could or should have been, but more an 
enigmatic portrait of a band prepared to 
shift its emphasis from simply providir,g 
what we might expect, to giving us what we 
really need. Intelligent, highly listenable 
and creative music. The fact that the album 
fails to rock out is maybe more a failure of 
our expectations than any failure by 
Magazine.
Having dispatched Magazine's oblique 
strategies, the logical step seems to be to 
consdier that hippies are alive and well and 
listening to Steve Hillage. At the risk of 
suggesting I've been embarking on a Pink 
Floyd reorientation week, Hillage to me is 
one of the most creative of today's "space" 
musicians who has taken off from where the 
decent Floyd music of yesteryear left off 
Hillage is a gifted technician of the latest 
guitar technology. Combining clever ex 
ploration of the newer boundaries of syn 
thesised guitars and the like, his use of these 
sounds combined with the often delicious 
synthesiser strains of his girlfriend Miquet- 
te Giraudy, produce an often mystical 
music, which for all its romanticism cour­
tesy of his frighfful lyrics, can still manage 
to cook up a storm when the band gets going.
Hillage even shows an awareness of the 
need to broaden his hippy horizons by doing 
a rather overt punk-type song called "1988 
Aktivator". It sounds like Hillage trying to 
sound punk, only as the guitar playing 
becomes more frantic it gets to sound like 
the more familiar rock'n'roll you come to 
expect from non-punk players. More a 
curiosity than a successful experiment. 
Overall though this three-sides-live one- 
side-studio budget-priced album, is a good 
opportunity for those unfamiliar with the 
Hillage catalogue, to sample the music he 
has been making these past few years since 
he vacated the guitar stool with Gong. 
"Searching For The Spark" on Side Two 
demonstrates amply that Hillage can really 
cook when he wants to. Apart from one or 
two minor examples of predictably wanky 
doodling, the four sides contain enough 
varying textures to accomodate all but the 
most frugal tastes. If you find this album 
whets your appetite for Hillage, try his last 
album "Green" for size. Side one is profoun­
dly beautiful.
And seeing as how we're touching on 
beauty, that brings us to the last two albums 
both of which can inspire liberal dollups of 
praise. Oldfield's prowess is too easily 
dismissed by boring old and young farts 
whose bigotry only surpasses their 
ignorance. This critic at least is prepared to 
stand up and be counted anytime anywhere 
in any company as an unabashed admirer of 
the man's sheer genius. From "Tubular 
Bells" through to "Ommadawn", Oldfield's 
musical vision shone with an honesty and in­
tegrity matched only by the sheer magnetic 
beauty of the music. Double albums rarely 
go the distance in any sort of critical ap­
praisal. I rate this double album " In ­
cantations" as the most successful since 
Spirit's Randy California rediscovered his 
talent long wrecked by too many chemicals, 
and recorded the startlingly brilliant "Spirit 
of 76" double album. Oldfield throughout the 
four sides of "Incantations" runs the gamut 
ot instrumental styles that has earned him 
such universal respect from serious music 
critics. Working within contemporary 
modern music he has produced a body of 
work which while some may see it as 
bearing little relationship to rock music 
(such logic might as well flush people like 
Eno and recent Bowie down the toilet as 
well) nevertheless relies on rock music for 
its base. Oldfield takes such instruments as 
guitars, acoustic electric and godknows 
what others,, flutes, vibes, drums, and 
keyboards, and waves a musical tapestry 
that is both wonderfully simple and simply 
wonderful.
Side One boasts a marvellous passage of 
flute playing which as well as anything on 
the album, demonstrates Oldtield's dazzling 
virtuosity both stylistically as an in­
strumentalists, and compositionally, 
producing marvellous melodies that beg 
your admiration.Side Two features former 
Steeeye Span vocalist Maddy Prior 
delivering a haunting and hypnotically 
repetitive vocal of Henry Longfellow's 
"Hiawatha" set to Oldfield's shimmering 
melody and rhythms. Side Three gives his 
guitar playing full rein, while the final side 
further underlines Oldfield's versatility 
with a vibes solo that he is understandably 
proud of. Over the four sides we are given 
enough insight into Oldfield's music to 
decide once and for all whether you're for 
'im or agin 'im! Decide which side of the 
fence you're on because something tells me 
that in a year's time there are suddenly 
going to be a lot ot people wanting to jump 
on the rolling Oldfield bandwagon.
Last and certainly not least in the Tangs 
"Force Majeure" their most sophisticated 
album to date. Side One glides and soars 
with a bounty of rich ideas. Apoustic and 
electric guitars are awash all over the 
place, competing but complementing the 
usual brace of synthesisers. If Kraftwerk 
had left the Tangs for dead with their last 
two albums, this is Tangerine Dream firmly 
back on course again. While the title track 
will command your attention, the second 
track on Side Two "Thru Metamorphic 
Rocks" showcases Edgar Froese's soaring 
forceful electric guitar. This is one band 
that succeeds only on a larger musical can­
vas and long after I had given them up for 
dead, they have bounded back with an 
album that is very firmly fixed at present on 
my favourite albums of the year list. Now if 
I couId-only find my Sick Fucks record...!
— ROSS STAPLETON
THE NEW AND EXUBERANT TALENTS 
OF NIGHTHAWKS BLEND BLACK BLUES, 
R&B AND DE-GLITTERED ROCK'N ' 
ROLL INTO AN EARTHY SOUND.
m r
TheM GHTHAW KS.
“ Side Pocket Shot” . White rock at it’s pub level best.
Stockade S110 Distributed by RCA
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DAVID BOWIE: "Boys Keep 
Swinging (RCA)
A real top of Mount Everest feel to this 
one, a sort of exaggerated Heroes. It's 
almost as if Bowie, one of the first overtly 
bisexuals in rock, has just discovered his 
masculinity and is celebrating it by sending 
it up. It's very hard to work out exactly what 
Bowie is on about a lot of the time (that's 
what comes of meeting William Burroughs I 
guess) but in collaboration with fellow thin 
white person Eno, he never fails to be 
musically intriguing. The controlled 
maelstrom behind the lyrics this time is due 
in no small part to the fact that drummer 
Dennis Davis is playing bass and guitarist 
Carlos Alomar is playing drums. Listen for 
the wild, wild ending too.
U.K. SQUEEZE: '̂Cool for Cats" (A 
andAA)
A gem! A thing of beauty and a joy 
forever! Quickstep Cockney diSco with a 
reggae toast in the middle. One hearing and 
you're intrigued, two and you're addicted. 
Out of the same workhouse as Ian Dury and 
has already been a No. 1 hit in the U.K. After 
the success of Rhythm Stick, could very well 
do the same here.
M: "PopMusic" (MCA)
Another stunner! Jeez these poms are 
really turning out some corkers at the 
moment. All you Countdown watchers will 
be aware of this one — the accompanying 
film clip must be heading the field in the clip 
of the year stakes. Those of you who don't 
watch Countdown should do so (with the 
sound down if necessary) just to catch it. It 
documents the penetration of la musique 
modern into all facets of our daily lives, the 
inevitable transcience of any one song that 
this implies, the cross cultural possibilities 
of the ubiquitous beat (often dubbed disco 
but that label has outlived its usefulness) 
and is in itself the perfect example of all 
these things. As Marty Feldman would say: 
"Every home should have one."
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SCIENTISTS: "Frantic Romantic" 
(DNA Records).
M inim alism  made easy from  the state of 
excitement (aw.A.). Sub-Saints punk rock 
Sounds like numerous other behind the 
times Australian bands. Probably a collec­
tor's item though (whatever that means).
MANIKINS: "Premonition" (W.
Aust. Independent).
Could the Manikins turn out to be 
Australia's Flamin' Groovies? Certainly on 
the evidence of fhis and their last release, I 
Never Thought I ’d Find Someone Who Could 
Be So Kind they exhibit the same pop sen­
sibility that has made the Groovies a legend 
in their own lifetime. “Premonition” is 
probably too slow to be this long but that's 
no reason why you shouldn't go out and buy 
a copy immediately. There is life on the 
wrong side of the Nullabor.
SIMON MACNETTIE: "Disco Fling 
(Festival).
Tartan Disco — “Scotland the Brave” set 
to a disco beat. Marxist in that it attempts to 
rewrite and update history. Och, but you 
canna stand in the way of progress, Jock. 
THE RUBlNOOS°: "Hold Me" (Be 
serkley).
Remember P.J. Proby?
ART GARFUNKEL: "Bright Eyes 
(CBS).
Another former British No. 1 that creates 
feelings of wanting to be a rabbit, with big 
bulging eyes, gazing across the heather, 
wind in your fur and the smell of carrots and 
other root vegetables in your nostrils. Hyp­
notic, evocative and sodov.
IRONHORSE: "Sweet Lui-Louise" 
(Scotti Bros)
Randy Bachman (late of Backman Tur­
ner Overdrive) still using the same riff. 
BONEY M: "Holi-holi-Day" (Atlan­
tic).
Aimed at the pre-kindergarten market — 
a section of sociefy as yet largely untapped 
by the record companies. The only problem 
with this strategy is that parents will have to 
buy the record for fheir offspring and most 
parents will be too smart for this sort of 
ploy. What? this has just shot to No. 3 in the 
U.K.? Oh my God.
STEVE FORBERT: "Going Down to 
Laurel" (Epic).
By Dylan out of Smokie, young Steven 
comes across as a pleasant young chap who 
manages to inject a bit of personal 
dynamism info what is really a fairly 
hackneyed subiect.
BLUES BROTHERS: "Rubber Biscuit" 
(Atlantic).
Vaudeville is nof dead! The Blues 
Brothers are the thinking man's Ray 
Stevens. Tuneful vocal gibberish just like 
they used to do in the fifties. Charming. 
MARCIA HINES: "Something's 
Missing" (Miracle).
F irst thing's firs t. Marcia Hines has 
nothing to do w ith rock music. This is a 
single for the cabaret market. It sounds like 
Diana Ross and there is no reason why M a r­
cia couldn't go over to the U.S. and make a 
big k illing  in Las Vegas, There isn 't a big 
enough m arket for this sort of thing in 
Cariton, that's for sure.
LINDA RONSTADT: "Alison" 
(Asylum).
“I ’m not going to get too sen- 
timental/Like those other sticky valen­
tines.” Elvis doesn't and Linda does and 
that's why she destroys the whole point of 
fhe song. As if Elvis should worry.
THE RAMONES: "Needles and Pins" 
(Sire).
My God; slow Ramones! An authentic 
sounding rendition of the early sixties Sear­
chers hit which sounds much better on the 
live album. Leave the sixties alone you 
guys. 1 hink about the eighties.
TERMINAL TWIST: "Common
K n o w l e d g e " / "  At  the
Front"/"Paranoia Pals"/"Wave 
Bye Bye"
At last the first world class new music 
recording from an Australian band. 
Apologies to Voight 465, Whirlyworld, Tac­
tics and all you other budding electronic in­
novators but you've got a long way to go to 
catch up to the Tw'sties. The Twisties used 
to be called W< m Jets but changed their 
name when they discovered that there was 
an English band of the same name. And that 
is important, for if there is any band who 
could make an impression on the current 
U.K. scene it is T.T. They have the freshness 
and the vitality, they even have the 
technology! Could they be Australia's first 
six millioh dollar band? Probably not, 
because they are only printing 500 copies of 
their E.P. But if they are picked up by one of 
the majors there is no reason why they 
couldn't be the first Australian New Music 
band to make an impression here. Search 
and destroy for a copy of this.
JOE JACKSON: "Is She Really 
Going Out With Him?" (A and M ).
Sparse British backing with lush 
American chorus. A sure fire combination. 
One would think so, but I think this single 
functions more as a teaser for the album 
and there are much better tracks on that. 
This combination might be a bit too blatant 
for the cognesenti and a little too obscure for 
the rest of fhe singles buyinq.public.
MONDO ROCK: "Love Shock (Oz).
A most disappointing outing from Ross 
Wilson and his band, especially after the ex­
cellent Fugitive Kind (which didn't get 
anywhere). There's no real melody, only a 
repetitive guitar riff. Will almosf definitely 
sink without trace.
THE MEMBERS: "Sound of the Subur­
bs" (Virgin).
Sounds like the Clash. Good hook, but not 
half as good as the superb “Offshore 
Banking Business”. Anyway, Dave Warner 
has cornered the Suburbia image in this 
country — at least for the next three mon­
ths.
MAGAZINE: "Rhythm ot Cruelty" 
(Virgin).
Magazine are evolving an extremely 
distinctive sound, one that owes nothing to 
the sixties (hooray for a non-sixties band —
I mean I dig the sixties as much as anyone 
but really, does everyone have to resurrect 
their favourite hot potato?). This outing, 
from the soon to be released “Second Hand 
Daylight” album, features the distinctive 
climbing sound with guitar floating over the 
melody. It's a powerful track, superbly 
mixed and a definite grower. Magazine 
epitomises the best of Brifish rock.
VIOLINSKI: "Clog Dance"
I can't believe Mike Oldfield isn't behind 
this but apparently it's two-fifths of ELO 
making some pocket money. Sounds 
sinister, like the Exorcist on his night off. On 
fhe flip they attempt to sing. They shouldn't 
bother — they're much better when they 
don't.
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XTC: "Life Begins At The Hop" 
(Virgin).
Hello, hello, hello! XTC ripping off the 
riff from the Four Tops' “The Same Old 
Song”? Is this the new wave of R and B? A 
deliberately poppy outing from Swindon's 
finest which stiffed rather badly 0 /S . Un­
fortunately, I think the same thing will hap­
pen here. However, if you dig a melancholy 
sixties sound then this is worth a listen.
THE ANGELS: "STiadow Boxer" 
(Alberts).
How long do the Angels have to keep put­
ting out these truly powerpop classics (most 
of fhe 0 /S  pretenders to the powerpop crown 
seem to have forgotten about the power) 
before fhey can crack the coveted top ten all 
over the country? An excellent, world class 
single (as usual) from fhe band. Hey world, 
are ya lisfening?
— Donald Robertson and Chris Coleman,
I N D E P E N D E N T  S I N G L E S
For months now I (lave been 
trying to update the rundown of in­
dependent Australian records 
which appeared in the September 
issue ot Roadrunner. It's an Im­
possible job because ot the number 
ot records which are appearing 
(and disappearing) quicker than I 
can record them. Instead of trying 
to do the job all at once I've opted 
tor presenting a regular column in 
each issue ot Roadrunner which 
(hopefully) will include all the up- 
to-the-minute news on Independent 
records.
The Missing Link landslide started this 
month with the release of three records; An 
EP from Whirlywlrld and singles from 
Peter Lillee and La Femme (all in colour 
sleeves).
Whirlywirld (who include ex Young 
Charlatan Ian Ollsen and ex Newsman John 
Murphy) recorded their record last Oc­
tober. it has taken so long for it to appear 
that if looked like becoming a sad joke. But 
finally it's out and it's as good as I've been 
led to expect a fascinating electronic 
sound backed with a precise driving 
rhythm. The band have already progressed 
(judging by their debut performance at a 
packed Crystal Ballroom) and should get 
straight back into the studio and record one 
of their more recent compositions such as- 
“Murder Mystery” which is one of the finest 
pieces I've heard.
Peter Lillee (ex Pelaco Bros, and 
Autodrifters) makes his solo debut with a 
humorous rockabilly single, “Hangin'
’round the House/Holiday House”. I'm not 
one to spread possible blackmail rumours 
but the Boys Next Door can be heard on the 
flip singing 'grouse' at the end of the lines.
The third Missing Link record comes from 
popular Melbourne heavy metal punksters 
La Femme who recorded “C'nelsea Girls”- 
and a reworking of the Beatles' “I Wanna 
Be Your Man”.
If Keith Glass doesn't die of exhaustion 
first. Missing Link will be releasing Eric 
Gradman's EP in the next month along with 
the next NEWS single. I spent nine hours sit­
ting in Richmond Recorders recently wat­
ching the recording of the NEWS single,- 
“I’m So Confused”/ ’’Andrea”/ ’’That Girl”. 
It sounded great to me but as I was listening 
to it through million dollar equipment I'd 
better wait until next month.
Two Way Garden have their long overdue 
EP out next week on Au-go-go Records. En­
titled “Overnight” the EP features a cover 
(designed by Philip Brophy) that folds out 
into a poster. The track listing for the EP is- 
“Overnight”, ’’She’s so Wrecked”, ’’Again­
st My Reason” and “Hands and Shadows”.- 
Other Au-go-go releases due out in the next 
month will be Clint Small's EP, “Crack in 
the Wall”, and a Little Murders EP. Au-go- 
go also intended to release a Spivs single, “I 
Walk the Line”/ ”Point of No Return”, but 
have had to abandon the project. The 
problem is that the cover to the Spivs single 
(which was designed last August) is almost 
identical to the cover of Joe Jackson's LP 
and to make matters worse Joe Jackson has 
started describing his music as 'Spiv Rock'.
Mopsie Beans sounds like something 
you'd buy in a health food shop but is in fact 
a Sydney female singer whose first EP is 
just out on fhe Local label. I haven't heard it 
yet but I'm informed it is very interesting.
Local is changing its name to Unpopular 
Records and has a number of releases plan­
ned for the future.
Perth has been the birthplace of a number 
of consistently good singles and EPs. The 
latest offering from our western shores is a 
single from the Scientists. The A side,- 
“Frantic Romantic”, is a tender love song 
(sorry) whilst the flip, “Shake” sounds so 
much like a Johnny Thunders song that it 
could have appeared on “L.A.M.F.” without 
anyone noticing the difference. Also due out 
this week from Perth is the second Man­
nikin's single, “Premonition”/ ’’Laugh Too 
Loud”. I hope it's as good as their last.
On the subject of NEWS, Jarryl Wirth 
(their ex-guitarist) is having two of his Kim 
Fowley produced tracks released in 
America. “Poster Man” and “ Ugly” will 
appear shortly on a Bomp compilation en­
titled “ Vampires in the Night” under the 
name of the Lonely Boys.
Last week. Regular Records signed a 
distribution deal with Festival Records so 
I'm not sure whether they can still be 
classed as truly independent. I'll have to 
ponder on that. The first Regular shot at the 
big time will be Mental as Anything whose 
single “ The Nips are Getting Bigger” will 
be rereleased. Regular are currently snif­
fing out local talent and look like signing 
Peter Lillee soon.
Back to Missing Link who are set to 
release the Flying Lizc-rds electronic 
reworking of the Eddie Cochran classic- 
“Summertime Blues”. The Lizards are an 
English group who had an underground hit 
with fhe single last year. The Missing Link 
issue of the record will also feature a dub 
version of “Summertime Blues” on the flip 
side.
Adelaide's Terminal Twist (ex Warm
Jets) have an EP out which I know little 
about. I'll leave three lines for Donald to tell 
you about it: “See Above For Twisties 
Review. Back to Bruce. Thanks Donald.”
Brisbane's numbers have changed their 
name to the Riptides (to avoid conflict with 
a Sydney band called the Numbers) and 
have rereleased their single under the new 
name. Rumours of overseas release still 
persist but nothing definite as yet.
Young Modern's first single has been 
rereleased so if you missed a copy last time 
around don't make the same mistake twice.
A Sydney band called SPK (which stands 
for something like 'Socialist Pensioners 
Kollective') have an EP out. It's loud and 
messy and not to my taste so I'll describe it 
as unusual and escape having to make a 
judgement.
Though Donald may have canned ►►► 
EP. Venitian Rendezvous in last month's 
Roadrunner it has sold out before the band 
could meet all orders. A second pressing has 
been made featuring a new cover and will go 
on sale in mid-June.
Devid Chesworth is the coordinator of the 
Clifton Hotel new music centre which has 
been operating for a year now. David has 
recorded an album of his own compositions 
entitled “50 Synthesizer Greats” which will 
be available later in the month. He will also 
be performing the material from fhe album 
at the New Music Centre on June 20th.
Well, that just about wraps it up for the 
month. I'll be back.,
If you're releasing an independent record 
be sure to send me a copy. (P.O. Box 318, 
Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122) along with all 
necessary information. I' ll mention 
anything I receive.
— Bruce Milne.
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BOX K622 HAYMARKET NSW 2000
at the
PRINCES BERKELEY HOTEL 
58 Hindley St.
Fri June 8th Special Guests U-BOMBS
Sat June 9th Special Guests TERMINAL 
8 - 12pm Only $3 TWIST
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
FUTURE >«TTR>4CTIONS 
Fri June 15th U-Bom bs/Redcaps
Sat June 16 th SPECIAL!
ST VITUS DANCE PACKAGE 
First Anniversary Party
Accountants, U-BomtDS,
The Tony Rome Band
Don’t miss this historic reunion!
If you think you are Australia’s most com­
plete blockhead and want to be rewarded for 
your misfortune just send a photo of your­
self at your worst to Roadrunner.
Wotya win?
First prize is a complete collection of Stiff 
albums (Costello, 2 Dury’s, Lene Lovich, 
The Rumour, Mickey Jupp, Jona Lewie, 
Rachel Sweet, etc) plus an Ian Dury 
songbook and badge, photos and a poster.
There’s 20 runners up prizes. Each 
blockhead wins a copy of Ian Dury’s new 
elpee (see cover) and an Ian Dury songbook 
(see cover).
Fantastic eh? Do it today, you might be a 
p r i z e  b l o c k h e a d  t o mo r r o w!
H
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DEBUT E.R IS OUT! 
and begging fo r a place 
in your record rack.
Available at selected 
record shops, 
or mail order c/o 
ROADRUNNER:
po box 156 Norwood Sth.>4ust.
' '  o '  
<2^ $2 -95
three new links
$1.99 each , m aybe from  your hip re c o rd  d ea ler or p o s itiv e ly  from  
M issing  L ink  p.o. Box 5159AA G.P.O. Melbourne (add  $1 per order for p& p)
